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PREFACE
I

~as

introduced to Flannery O'Connor's fiction

several years ago by a friend, William Teed.

Since my

initial reading of her work, I have found a source of
awe and delight in both her vision and the technique
~ith

which she embodies it.

In doing research for tbis

study, I found that, while her work has received much
critical attention, there is no sustained study of her
basic theme.

Robert Drake's monograph, published by

Eerdmans, is perhaps the most inclusive study, but it
is too brief and general to give a comprehensive view of
her work.

It is my hope that such a comprehensive view

of O'Connor's fiction is provided in this thesis.
I wish to thank Dr. Green D. Wyrick for the

perceptive guidance and the lucid criticism which he
made of this study from its inception to its completion.
I am also most grateful to Dr. Charles E. Walton for
providing suggestions that improved its over-all
structure and readability.

Finally, my

~ife,

Rose,

gave of her time and spirit, not only in typing the
final draft, but also in sustaining me as I worked.
May, 1967
Emporia, Kansas
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THE DOUBLED SELF

CHAl--TliB I
A RBALIST OF

DISTANC~S

The prophet is a realist of distances, and it
is this kind of realism that you find in the
best modern instances 01 the grotesque.
Flannery u'Connor,
"A Lecture"
A dogmatic belief in objective value
necessary to the very idea of 8 rule
not tyranny or an ooedience which is
C. S. Lewis,
The Abolition

is
which 'is
not slavery.
of Man

O'Connor's basic theme, God's pursuit of man,
has posed a number of problems for her critics.

For

example, sowe find that her Christian orthodoxy is
unacceptable, but, in rejecting it, they are 10rcea to
misread her work, causing them to conclude that ber
fic~ion

is existentialistic.

However, it is necessary

for one to discern, first, where the eXistentialist
reading of her work fails, and also wby it fails.
Others find 'her use of violence meaningless, in spite
of the fact that her fiction clearly shows a definite
meaning at all times, encompassed in her view of the
confrontation of God with man which, when understood,
reveals itself to be an orthodox Christian view.

2

Flannery O'Connor lived, wrote,and died in the
South, and this region was the setting for her fiction.
She wDS, certainly, more than a regional writer,
although critics differ as to tne import and meaning of
her work.

Drake, one of her most sympathetic critics,

v.:rites,
M~ss

O'Connor's work, though narrow in scope and
limited in appeal, is unique; and it nas an urgent
intensity, even an ordered ferocity, that may ulti
mately give her a place in our fiction comparable 1
• . • to that of Donne or Hopkins in English poetry.
O'Connor may certainly be compared to Donne or Hopkins
at least as far as theme:

IlHer concern was solely with

the vulgarities of this world and the perfections of
the other

11

2

She was an orthodox Christian, and

her faith gave to ber work that "ordered ferocity" of
which Drake speaks.

This aspect of her work was, and

is, perhaps, the most controversial.

Esty attacked her

work as a specimen of the "gratuitous grotesque,"3 and
she is sometimes characterized as being a member of tne
Southern Gothic school of fiction.

Some critics, how

ever, defend her use of grotesquery and protest her
lRobert Drake, "Flannery O'Connor--.A. Tribute~"
Esprit, vIlI (Win~er, 1~b4), ~O.

~Halter Sullivan, "Flannery·O'Connor, Sin and
Grace: Ever;ything Tnat Rises !'lust Conver~,11 Th~
Eo11ins Critic, II (September, 1~65), 2.
3William Esty, "In America, Intellectual Bomb
Shelters," Commonweal, LXvIi ~1'1arch '1, l~58), ;>86-88.

,
alignment with the Southern Gothics.

Davenport, for

instance, writes,
It is wrong to place Miss O'Connor • • . in the
Gothic School, however freakish and shocking her
themes. The astounding surface of her stories, as
wildly grotesque as the best Gotbic, is but the
visual equivalent of the outrage she feels before
a world stupid with selfishness. 4
Davenport connects O'Connor's fictional violence with
her vision of the world, which, as has been noted, is
Christian; this connection implies that she may intend
for violence and grotesquery to

carr~

a theme larger

than the fashionable one of the world's

absurdit~.

O'Connor made statements about the intention of her
work on many occassions, of which one of the most com
prehensive is to be found in her essay, "The Fiction
Writer and His Country," illuminating her use of
violence:
My own feeling is that writers who see by the
light of their Christi~ faith will have, in these
time, the sharpest eyes for the grotesq~e, for
the perverse, and for the unacceptable.~
In other words, O'Connor's fiction is violent and gro
tesque, because, seen in the light of Christian faith,
the times are violent and grotesque.

In a lecture given

4 Guy Davenport, "The Top is a New Bottom, tt
National Review, XVII (July 27, 1965), 659.
5Flannery O'Connor, "The Fiction Writer and His
Country," in rr'he Living Novel: ! Symposium, p. 162.

4

at Wesleyan College, she said, "To be able to recognize
a freak you have to have some conception of the whole
man •• • • 11 6 Thus, measured by the Christian standard,
modern man is violently warped, and it is as such that
O'Connor portrays him in her fiction.
The orthodox Christianity which underlies her
work has given rise to another critical difficulty:
some critics like her style and technique very much,
but express regrets over her theme.
review of Everything

~

Rises

For example, in a

~ Conv~~,

Schott

states:
As patterns of thought her work suggests the abso
lute theological dead end enlightened Catholicism
is struggling to escape. Artistically her fiction
is the most extraordinary thing to happen to the
American short story since Ernest Hemingway. 7
Schott begrUdges O'Connor her faith and theme, while
admiring her abilities as a writer.

Drake, who con

siders this critical attitude toward O'Connor in some
detail, points out that " • • • this may be what does
limit her audience: she makes a crucial problem of
belief. lI8 It may be suggested that Ultimately it is

6Flannery O'Connor, "A Lecture," in The Added
Dimension, p. 276.
-
7Webster Schott, "Flannery O'Connor: Faith's
Stepchild," Nation, ccr (September 13, 1965), 146.
8Drake, Flannery O'Connor:
p. 15·

! Critical Essay,

c:,
./

iIpossiblc to separate O'Connor's vision of tbe

~orld

from her representation of that vision in her fiction.
In lIThe Art of I!'ict ion," Henry James vJrot e, 1I\;'e must
grant the artist his suoject, his idea, his donnee:

our

criticism is applied onl;y to 'What he makes of it ."9

In

this study, the present author will follow James'
precept and grant O'Connor the donnee of Christian
orthodoxy, and will endeavor to demonstrate the means
by which O'Connor embodies her vis1cn in her fictional
world.

O'Connor's Christianity has misled several

critics, notably Rechnitz and Hassan, into reading her
work as if she were an existentialist.

In an article,

"'llhe Exist ent ial Novel, II Hassan includes 0' Connor in a

list of widely differing authors.

He admits that the

article is over-simplified,lO but states that
• a kind of universal mendacity prevails, or,
if you wish, a kind of organized chaos, and that
whatever values man creates, he 1~es so in isola
tion, and starting from scratch.
.
The assertion that man creates value seems entirely
unrelated to O'Connor's work.

The basic conflict in

O'Connor's fiction is not that of man's confronting a

9Henry James, "The Art of Fiction,lI in The
Portabl~ Hen~ Q:~,

pp. 406-7.

10Ihab Has san, "The )':.Xist ent i81 Nov el, \I 1'la ssachu
setts Review, III (Summer, 1962), 797.
llIbid., p. '/,b.

b

jealous Goa.
relationshir

Ethical values are subordinate
~o

God.

Dowell remarks that

~o

man's

co~~it~~nt

to

either good or evil is not of ultimate import0Dce,
because if there is no
.

~s

." 1--e. 12

co~mitment

to Christ, only evil

In the same article, Lassan states:

POSS~D

liThe world of the existential f:ovel is largely devoid
of any presuppositions--I repeat, presuppositions--abom
values, traditions, or beliefs~13

he also speaKs uf

the view of life as absurd Which is found in tne exis
tential novel. 14 But Cheney states that he has never
found the View of the human condition as absurd in
O'Connor's fiction. 15

The question of whether or not

existentia~ist

O'Connor is an
her basic theme

invo~ves

arises from the fact that

the necessity of the individ

ual's choosing or rejecting Christ.
presuppositions

(donn~e),

~ot

accepting her

tne existentialist critics

then read the agony of choice which her characters
suffer as the
value.

existent~a~

Hassan states

agony of choice which creates

~ha~ ~he

function of the

I2 Bob Dowell, "Grace in the Fiction of Flannery
O'Connor," CE, XXVII (December, Iljb;,) , 236.
13 . _
".
Hassan, £E. c~t., p. 795·.

. -, , P"
14r "b~G..
.

797 •

15Brainard Cheney, "1vl~ss 0' Connor Creates Unusual
Humor Out of Ordinary S~n," Sewg, LY..xI (Fall, 1'J6~), fd+7.

7
exis~ential

hero is to create

~eanlng,

being, and

nity out of the absurdworla in whicb he fin6s
self.

16

Gossett

Glg

hi~

~oints out that O'Connor's stories are

based on conflicts which are moral in nature,lr and
this foundation or moral choice undOUbtedly gives rise
to confusion cn the part of existentialist critics.
Hassan writes of the existentialist hero who has
obtained the courage to be and is then faced with the
Tarwater, in The Violent Be~ It

problem of action. 18

IlYou can't

A"IJay, addresses himselr to this problem:

just say NO," he said, "You got to do KO.
show it.

You got to
1
You got to show you mean it by doing it. 11 9

This activist attitude seems to refer more to the idea
that faith without works is dead more than it refers to
an existential creation of value.

Tarwater might have

been thinking of the epistle of James:

"But be ye coer's

of the word and not hearers only, deceiving your own
selves.

II

(James 1: 22. )

Drake' is ra tner blunt a bout

what he sees to be O'Connor's
tialism:

IT

relat~onship

to existen-

•• she nas no truck with f'asbionable

16Rassan,

£E.

cit., p. 796.

17~ouise Y. Gossett, Violence in Recent Southern·

:B'iction, p. 78.

18Hassan,

-

£E.

----

cit., p.·796.

190 'Connor, "1'h~ ~ J:!'larmer;y, u'Conno!"

p. 3":J7.

8

existentiblist

An~~t--Cnristian

or

other~ise.

She

arprehends L'len "s predicBLlEnt in terms of classical
Christian theology . . • . ,,20

But in the expression of

her vision of the human predicament, O'Connor is obliged
to use expressions and incidents whicn might have an
existentialist tone beC6use of the Christian emphasis
on the necessity for the individual to make a choice am
act upon it.
Cheney reads O'Connor's first novel,
as a satire on existentia1ism. 2l

~ise

Blood,

While this view is

valid, it over-simplifies the theme.

Wise Blood is

certainly Dare than a satire on eXistentialism; the
book traces a contemporary "dark night of the soul" in
which the protagonist, Hazel Motes, evades

confrontati~

with Christ, immerses himself in sin, and' is finilly
destroyed by a sudden awareness of his sin.

Duhamel

points out that one of the dangers to which O'Connor's
characters are subject is reason isolated from the wis
uom of the heart.

22

Hazel Motes attempts throughout

the course of Wise Blood to avoid the wisdom of his

p.

15.

20nrake, Flanner~ O'Connor:

A Critical

T-'

~~,

21Brainard Cheney, "Flannery O'Connor's Campaign
for :cier Country," SewR, LX.XII (Autumn, 1964), 5:;6.
22 p . Albert Duhamel, "Flannery O'Connor--.A Tri
bute," ESPill, vIII (Winter, 1')64), 22.

G

./

hc;srt, \,'hicn in Christi,:=,n terr.",S mip;ht'be conceived of
2S

the promptings of

nizes that Haze is

8

th~

Holy

S~irit.

Rechnitz recog

humorous figure at the beginning

of the book, but is by the end a serious and perhaps
noble character. 23

Haze goes to a shocking extreme in

his avoidanc e of grace; he preaches "The Church \h tnout
Christ," blasphemes, and fornice.tes.

Lawson sees Haze

as an inverted St. Anthony, that is, as an atheist
saint heroically resisting the temptation to faith. 24
Lawson's view is paralleled by

~acauley's

suggestion

that O'connor's ilgreat subject was the anti-christ--the
fierce and bestial side of the human mind. 1l25 Finally,
Walter says that although Haze is not a believer, his
life suggests that of Jesus. 26

23Robert !':i. Rechnitz, "Passionate l'ilf;rilTl:
Flannery 0' Connor's '". ise Blood," Georgia RevievJ, XIX
(Fall, 1965), 144-14~
24Lewis A. Lawson, "Flannery O'Connor and the
Grotesque: \llise Blood," Renascence, XVII (Spring, lS65),
315.
--- --
25Robie Hacauley , "Flannery 0 'Connor--.A Tribut e, II
Esprit, VIII, (Winter, 1964), 34.
26Sarah \-[al t er, "Strange Prophets of Flannery
C'Connor,1l Censer, (:':;pring, 1';)60), 6-7; see also, . Irving
l'.&lin, llFlannery 0' Connor and the Grot esque ,II in 1"he
Added Dimension, p. 109; Ted R. bpivey, "::B'lannery-
C·Connor'SView of God and I"lan," SSF, I (Spring, 1(64),
202; and Ne.than A. Scott, Jr., "FIannery O'Connor's
Testimony," in The Added Dimension, p. 150.
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There is another aspect of the book which bears
upon

C'Connor's attitude toward current

~lSS

tuel trends.

in~ellec-

If Haze is an atheistic existentialist,

some of the people he meets 6ilibody other errors.

Cne

of thLse people is Onnie Jay Holy, who attempts to corn
meroialize Haze's "Church 1;Jithout C:tlrist. 11

annie Jay

(also known as Hoover Shoats) sums up what he

atte~pts

to do ,..hen he says, "If ;you ,,;ont to f_Set anyv.heres in
religion, you got to keep it sw·eet. 11~7
is not tryl.ng to

Ha ze, of course,

get an;ywheres in religion 11; he

II.

is trying to preach the truth as he sees it, and that
Onnie Jay oomes to repre

truth is by no meens sweet.

sent the sweetened, oOffimeroialized religion that
preaches comfort, not

~he

stern demands of the spirit.

The daughter of the phony evangelist, Asa Hawks, pro
vides a

commen~

on a

aspect of oontemporary

difieren~

society.

Riding with Haze, Sabbath tells of the time

she

to an adVice COlumnist, Mary Brittle. Sabbath

wro~e

~rote

of herself that she was

8

bastard and knew that

she could not enter the kingdom of heaven.
really bothered her was the
she should
~?

o

I1

I

nec k. ll

ques~ion

But vihat

of wnether or not

Nary Brittle ans\\'ers,

Connor, rrnree' .Q;L Flannery 0' CO£Qor, p. (3'/.

11

"Deer Sobbc,th, Li:~bt necking is 8ccepte:ble, bu"t I
think your real problem is one or adjust~ent to the
modern world. Perhaps you ought to re-examine your
religious values to Eee if they ~eet your n~ecs in
Life. A religious expErience can be a beautiful
addition to livlng if you put it in the proper
prespective and do not lct2~t ~8rf you. Read some
books on Ethical Culture. 1I
This advice reflects the same self-reliant,' secular
attitude that is held by ASbury Fox in liThe Encuring
Chill, II or by Joy-Bulgs in IIGood Country Feople."

l'.:ary

Brittle's advice recalls the advice of Hoover Shoats to
IIkeep it sweet."

Actually, Sabbath's problem is that

she is too well adjusted to the worla.

She writes a

second letter to I":ary Brittle, saying, tl1.'I'hat I really
want to know is should I go the whole hog or not? • • •
I'm adjusted okay to the modern world. ,,2Y

Adjustment

to the world is not one of the demands God makes on man:
lI.And be not conformed to this vJorld • • •• 11 (Romans 12 :2.)
The conflict basic to all of CIConnor's characters is
between their adjustment to the world ana the denanes of
God.
At this point, one Should consider in detail the
exact stance which O'Gonnor takes toward her fictional
worle and the people WhO inhaoit it.

2C$Ibid., p~ .67.

29 Loc • cit.

As McCown relates,

12
i-ler stories, the chClI'acH:rE tllGt live ir~ -cce!:..t, trle
e~cel:enci8s ot ner style, are Dot ends i~ them
selves but ricorously 5ubordlnste6 means 01 snowing
~s reality, the quallty 01 goodness and the sUbtle
~alice of sin, eitBer of which has power to deter
Eine our destiny.~
For O'Connor, then, reality lies in the relationship
and power of good and eVil, and the effects of this
reality upon her char5cters.

This point leads back to

her use of violence -and the grotesque, for, as RUbin
observes, ".

. • her true grotesques are those who are

spiritually maimed and twisted

"31

ters are grotesque because she sees the

Her cbarac

~orld

from a

Christian stsndpoint, from which the world is sinful ani
in need of grace.

Kevin writes,

The variety of physical and moral sUfferings
found in the works of Flannery u'Connor often
cause one to label her work repulsive, gro-cesque,
and cruel • . . • The " gro tesqueness ll of her
characters lie in the fact that they have inten
tionally severed themselves from3~he benefits of
Christ's passion and redemption.
Her theme, then, becomes the workings of grace on these
characters who deny and resist it; and the basic con
flict in her fiction arises from the denial or rejection

30Robert M. McCown, "Flannery O'Connor and the
Reality of Sin," The Catholic \-lorld, CLXXXVIII (January,
1959), 286.
--
31Louis D. Rubin, Jr., "Flannery 0' Connor and the
Eible Belt," in The Added Dimension, p. 5,).
32Sist er IVlDry Kevin, 0. S. B., IIFlanner;)' 0' Connor:
In EE.IIlory of a Vision Unlimited, II Censer (\'iinter, 1-;65),
p. 42.
-
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of

~r5ce

by one or more of her characters.

Dowell

writes,
'lille conflict bet\leen ,'race <JnG evil in the lives
of ner characters reflects for the author the
most significant dramc in the realm of human
experience.:;:;

If the assertions which Cnristianity makes about the
nature and destiny 01 the human soul are
drama of salvation is all-important.

t~ue,

then the

There are, however,

further ramifications of01Connoris fictional use of
Christian orthodoxy.

Drake points out one'of her major

assumptions:
It is that the Christian religion is a very
shocking, indeed a scandalous business • • •
and that its Savior is an offense and a stumbling
block, e n as "bleeding stinking mad" grotesque
to many.

34

,

The view of Ch'fist i's'ni ty as shocking is comparable to
the New Testament statement that JOesus is "a stone of
stumbling, and a rock of of'1' enc e,./I to tho se "which be

2:7-8.)

disobedient." (I Peter

It, then, appears that

O'Connor's basic theme is God's confrontation of man
viith claims of judgment and redemption.

As Gossett

writ es,

. 11 , £E.
33Dowe

.:

t
£~.,

9
p. :2 3.
°

34Drake, HlanE,ery O'Connor:
p. 17.

!i Critical

ESSl;Y,

14
Sin, guilt, mercy, ~nc redenption Gre the realities
01 human life for her, 8n~ the Ilves of her
ch8r~cters are violent, Dean, frustr~teg~ t~isted,
end fragmente6 because Dan is a sinner.·~~
Cne proposes O'Connor
front8tion

bet~ecn

prcsen~s

snd dram8tizes this con

man end Christ; it will be seen that

see uses several deVlces to show the reader how man is
Bu~

met by God's claims.

before these can be even

briefly considered, it is necessary to charecterize her
visicn of man rr.ore thoroughly, and also to investigate
the neture of the Christ with which her characters are
confronted.
Her view of man may be· explicated from some of
her non-fiction writing, and also from
"'llhe Enduring Chill.

II

8

short story,

CChe sin with which 0 I Connor deals

most scathingly is the sin of pride, the attempt to
beco~e

God.

completely self-sufficient and independent of

Dowell writes that C'Connor's fiction deals pri
7. r

marily with IDan's strug~le for spiritual life or death./O
In this struggle, any attempt by man to replace God
through "progress" results in damm1tion.

In reference

to the statistical method, she wrote,
The storyteller is concerned with whet is; but if
what is, is what can be determined by survey, then
the disciples of Dr. Kinsey and Dr. Gallup are

35Gossett,
3enowell,

-

ODe

.

cit.,
-

p •.75 .

£2. cit., p. 23e.

15
s~fiicient for tbc d~y thereof. 57
C'Connor clcorly incicatcs that she 6istrusts

ue~hods

of ge-; the::ring "tru t b If by poll and int crv iew, ,:Jnd sue;gc sts
furtb~r

th£t she would distrust the oi8s of much con

temporary sociology.

Gossett notes that the violence

in which O'Connor's characters are

i~mersea

shows con

tempt for the t"life-adjustment' pnilosophy of the
twentieth century. t, 3e

Elsewhere, Gossett points out

that O'Connor uses violent cherscters ana action to
uncover the reality which is ignorea by the m8teriGlism
of secular cUlture.3'3 In her escay, "Tne Fict ion \'/r' iter
ana Hie

Country,~

O'Connor crlticizes an edltorial in

Life magazine WD1Ch calls for a fiction praising life
in the

~niteQ States. 40

O'Connor points out her view

of the reality underlying current material prosperity
when she writes,
~'~he Christian writer] may at least be permitted to
ask if [Lifets] screams for joy would be quite so
piercing if jo~ wer~lreally more abundant in ~ur
prosperous soclety.

57 C'connor,

"The Fiction \'Jriter and His Country,"

p. 161.

38 G08se t +
·
.t
'" - '.2.:2..
£2..:..,
'p.. 96 •
39 _L·,
. , ' 160
Ib · d,
_po
•
40 C 'Connor,

pp.

157-60.

"Tne Fiction vJriter and Eis Coun~ry,ll

4l Ibid . , p . ~60.

16
This 2ccpticlsm about the
soc~~ty

is bdsed OD

POSSibili~y

G'~onnorts

Delle!

or joy in
th~~

t~is

~hlS ~orlQ

is one which is constontly rejecting grace ana turning
froe the claims of Christ.

Gardinur quotes O'Connor to

the effect that, in modern times, tencerness ana pity
have replaced faith as a guiae to action, one thet
tenderness cut off from its source in Christ culminates
in terror such as has been so abundant in the twentieth
42.
,
.
.
century.
But 0 Connor's vision goes deeper than a
simple negative reaction to the terrors and violence of
this time:

"In projectlng the 1'acts 01' her ovm tlme,

the freaks and monstrous distortions, she has recorded
the mystery of eternity.,,4 3

In other. words, she uses

the grotesque happenings of her time to portray the
mystery which, as a Christian" she perceives at the
base of reality.

Rayber, in !he Violent

~

It Away,

attempts to use statlstical psychology to reduce the
old prophet, Ha son Tar\\Jat er, to something in "his head u;
in "The Lame Shall }Jnter :B'irst,1I Sheppard, a social
worker, attempts to redeem the Juvenile delinquent,
Rufus Johnson, by getting him to look through a

42Harold C. Gardiner, S. J., "Flannery O'Connor's
Clerity of Vision," in !he Added Dim~nsion, p. 183.
4'Richard H. Rupp, "Fact and r'lystery: Flarlnery
O'Connor," Commonweal, LXX.u. (December b, 1'-}63) , j07.

17
~~16scopc.

In each

CBSC,

the

sui i ic :-er..cy ends in de! Cbt.

at~erept
~:ClC.!J.

at self

of these cLaract ers

tas notning out the best lntentlons, yet, as Spivey
vJTites, a illaD ",:ithuut J-esus cem onl;;; do eVil, no matter

,DO~ respec t a bl e he
.
, 44
lS.

Both Sheppard and Rayber nave

a little boy; at the ena of each story the child is
dead, at least in part, because of the obstinancy of
their guaruians in refusing grace.

Peden remarks of

tnis basic aspect of O'Connor's characters,
Through arrogance, self-sufficiency, stupidity, or
worst of all pride, her people have ettemptec to
find their o~n salv8tion--ev~n their groping,
inchoate search for love is primarily narcissistic,
. . . and in so aoing they have cOffimitteo the
cardinal sin of rejecting the redemptlve function
of Christianity.4~
~hus,

the basic sin of U'Uonnor's characters is their

attempt to save themselves, rather than to accept the
grace \,,'i tn wnich they aTe COLI'ronted.

Ho~ever,

one of

the basic facts in C'Connor's I,·;orld is that lIHuman
beings cannot impose tbeir terms upon God. ,,46

Kone 01'

these people is successful in his attempt to redeem
himself, and these attempts ena in death or
to grace--ana sometimes botn.

44Spivey,

£2. cit., p.

sUD~ission

Not all of O'Connor's

~Ol.

45\dlliam H. }'eden, ':2he American Short St ory,
D.
4

130.
46Gossett,

-OIl.

cit., p •.

--

93.

1<:5
ch~ract~rs

~hct

~re

~eet

with

ultl~E~e aa~nation;

however, those

sovea are not Lccessarily spared the rigors of

cor.vernion.

As Cheney observes, C'Connor's Christian

fiction is realistic beceuse her characters who have
received grace retain human weaknesses. 47
possessing both

~r6ce

Bnd weaknesE is the priest in her

story, liThe Enduring Chill. II
the bedside of Asbury

A character

~ox,

Father :Finn is caJled to

an atheist intellectual

~ho

feels that a Jesuit will be able to carryon a cultural
conversation.

~sbury

cegins by asking the priest his

opinion of James Joyce and finds the results

d~sappoint-

ing:
III \'JOnder liihat you think of Joyce, ]'ather'?l1

The priest lifted his chair and pushed closer.
"You'll have to shout," h o said. "Blind in one
eye and deaf in one ear. 1148
When Asbury succeeds in maKing himself heard, Yinn
informs him that he has not met Joyce, and asks, liDo
you SCly your morning and night prayers?,,49

Finn (one

of O'Connor's rare Catholic cDarccters) is as human as
could be wished, and his single-minded insistence on

47Brainard Cheney, "r'liss 0' Connor Creates Unusual
Iiumor Out of Orciinary Sin," Se\\'R, LX:XI (Fall, 1963),
651.
---
48Flannery O'Connor, Everything !hat Rises Eust
Converge, p. 105.
49 L oc.

.t

C 1.
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Asbury·s prayer life is both hunorous and a sign of his
priestly vocetion.

Drake observes that

does not oversi~plify either her charecters or
the dilemmus which confront them, or the conflicts
in which they are involved. And she certainly does
not offer Christianity as the simple solution or
pat answer to their anguish; if anything, it is
quite the reOerse--as indeec it is in the Gospels
themselves. 5 .
~he

An example of the effect which the acceptance of grace
may have on O'Connor's characters is to be found in the
end ing of "'l'he Enduring Chill. 1I

Asbury ha s thoue;ht

himself dying of some rare aisease; in actuality, he
has contracted undulant fever while drinking raw milk
in an attempt at inter-racial amity with his motherls
Negro help.

ASburyi s plight is an ironic

corr;rr~ent

on

the efforts of man to solve his problems by bis own
efforts.

iacing the collapse

~f

his narcissistic

reveries of death, Asbury surrenders:
last impossible protest escaped him.

IlA feeble cry, a

But the Holy

Gho~,

emblazoned in ice instead of fire, continued, implac
able, to descend. 1151

OIConnor's portrayal of the opera

tion of grace is far from pleasant or appealing to
naturaf, sinful man; Asbury finds salvation unpleasant,

.

p. 15.
p. 114.

50nrake, Flanner~ Q'Conno£:

~ Critic81 ~ss~,

510lConnor, Everything That Ri~ Bust £~~rge,
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bcc3~5e

it destroys the

insul,,-'t eo
Spirit.

hir~lself

i~lusions ~itb

from the

11

which he has

ifilpl&caole 11 lJOVeDcnt of the

There is irony in the fact that his pGsturing

has been over Bang's disecse rather than over some
incurable, exotically fatal
a grim humor in O'Connor's

~alady.
i'iction~

~any

critics find

this hUDor e.ppears

to be the result of the disparity between the illusions
which her characters cherish 8nd the reality which
overw~elms

them.

Jacobson writes,

She is unwilling to separate trasecy from a
terrible and complete comedy; • • • she is con
scious, in e~ery rick~ty chairleg, biz~2re garment
and clay road, of omn~preEent mystery.
The comedy is terrible, because it unmasks every bumm
self-deception; it is inseparable from tragedy, because
human self-deception leads to destruction.

Finally,

the w:;stery is omnipresent, because God confronts man
at every turn, and IIFor 1·:iss O'Connor the mystery of
mercy is at the center of • . • eXistcnce.,,53
Because O'Connor's basic theme is man's attempt
st evading the claims of grace, ber view of Christ, wbo
brings the grace, is important to an understanding of
her fiction.

Drake goes so far as to say that "Jesus

52Josephine Jacobsen, I'l•. Catholic Quartet,"
Christian Scholar, XLVII (~ummer, 1~64), 152.
53 Loc • cit.
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is finslly
fie(;i~~n,

thE: ;rlr,ei~)Sl e[~cr(;ctel'

in ell

1·:185

C 'Conner';;;

'... h8"Gher ol'1stc.:E;L: or, in the \,:ord.S ane aetloLlS
C4

of her ehereeters, very r:;ueh on.,,7

'J:he portrait of

Ch:cist \"hieh emerges trom C I (;ormor 's fict ion scerc el;y
resembles popular religj_ous

p~ctures

01 Him, but rather

more the work of such an artist as Matthias Grfinewald of
the sixteenth century.

In this connection, Gossett

states that prettiness and respectability ere irrele
vant to man's neeo for gr8ce.~~ The Christ who pursues
Tarvlat er, in lrhe Violent

~

It

A\·!§.;:L,

is "bleed ing

stinking mad, ,,56 and certainly, as DrCJke says 01'
C 1 Connor's Jesus, "There is nothing svJeet or sentimental
about Him and He terrifies before He can bless.,,57
The fact that terror (purgation) must precece
rece~ption

has caused seme critics to misread O'Connor

as presenting solely a "God 01' \·irath. 11

Rubin writ es,

"The only alternative to a Goa of krath is a God of
Love . • • :58 and in so saying, RUbin overlooks the
~ossibility

that love and wrath may be complementary

aspects of one God.

In

~his

same passage, Rubin admits

~4Drake, Flar.nery O'Connor: !;. Critical Es~, p.·l'/.
55Gossett, 2£. oi t. , p •. 89.
56 0 'Connor, Three ~ Flanner~ Q'Connor, pp. 434-35.
57Drake, Flenner;)' Q'Connor: !::. Critical ESEa;y, p.l?
58Louis D. RUbin, Jr.,

£E. £!!_,

p •. 68.
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iU

u

J.

erec~ed

a~ains~

Be<
. .'"'ell
; " . 1I)'j

Love

~ne
">"Q"'
d.l.l

vrath are attributes of the same God, and 90rrective
Love

- ,

1S

'l-'
orten S.lown
ln G"'
Od s wra t h. 60

purifyin~

love is often

of flame and burning.
rc.ay

be

e~bodiec

This motif of

by O'Gonnor in imaCbs

Goa's Dercy, symbolized by fire,

e "holy v..'rath l1 insofar as lt nec8ssEJrily purifies

the human being of sin.

C'Gonnor's God may embody two

seemingly contradictory aspects:

purification through

mercy, and destruction by wrath.

If Jesus is the implicit maln character of
O'Connor's fiction, there is another character who also
plays an important role--Satan.

In O'Connor's world,

the tempter Dnd father of lies is sometimes more oevious
than the Reoeemer.

She has said that in her fiction the
devil's v.'Ork is a necessary prelude to grace. 61 ':i'he
devil is often implicit in a human character:

in the

st cry, "Good Country I-'eople," the salesman is, as yialsh
say's, a n'devil-double' or HU.l.ga-- •

.

. ,,62

~he

central character of this story is a young woman who
l:-.,C

./ ::JLoc. c 1 t.
60"ose<ctt
IJ
..;"
In

S.'~e

0

,~.

C'lt

_,_.,

.p.. 76.•

bl}:i'lonr.ery (;'COnu(lr, ".£; Collection of Statements,"
2,CJdec.: Di~sion, p. 229.
~2

\:) ::I.'homa sF. V;alsh, lIiJ:'hc Dev 1.1s 01' Hawthorne an d.
:~'2.8nLer.y C'Gonnor," X8vic:r University Studies, V (June,
(:' ,-"
~
l/coj,
L:::l.

---
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t~s

a Ph.

f~rm.

~.

~his

~ssureG.

in

youn5 lady is

uri~inally

it "to .tlule;o in
~DS

~hiloso~hy

hbr

or'd\.~r

to

certain "that she

-

oDd lives on ter

extre~ely bitt~r
na~c W8S

Joy, but she changed

had thought ana thought until

~

she had :::.it upon the ugliest name in any
tlulga stays at hoee,

and 8elf

her mother: tlliirs • .tlopevJell

8p1.\:;0

~o~

c~tter's

bec~use

she has

8

12Il[;U8ge.

weak heart

prevents her from teaching at the university.

,,63
~hich

Hope~cll,

her mother, &s her name sUGgests, is inclinec to opti
mism

[_~nd

:3

f iro belief in

11

good ccuntry people, II who in

her view are the backbone of the country.

Joy-bulga has

a wooden leg which she flaunts in the same manner as she
does her name.

Hut

~oy-HulEa

is undone by a bible

salesman (whom Joy's mother considers Il goo d country
people ll ) .

Joy-Hulga decides that the .r=,ible salesoan

gives her the chsnce to prove the superiority of her
atheism to Christianity, and she sets out to seduce him.
nut the salesman turns out to be worse than she is.
Joy-Bulga is, at least, honest about bel' atheism; the
salesman hides bebind a mask of hypocrisy.

~s

be is

ste?ling her weeden leg, she asks hie if he is not good
country people, and he replies, IlYeah, •
ain't held me back none.

. . but

it

I'm as good as you any day of

63 0 'Connor, Three ~ Flannery Q'Connor, p. 246.
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t:J e

'rJ

e el-:. • ,,64

Tate writes that such characters as the

Bible salescan move all of Cleonnor's stories, 65
for elthou5h the surface cction is n8i:;uralistic, it
is impos~ible to det8rrJi.ne ~~ the acti.on st;arts,
unless one posits a non-rational (not-raticllal)
principle of su;ern3tural disorder unaerlying the
~ove~cnt tO~2rds the destruction of tLe central
char8cters. bb
.
~he

salesrean represents the supernatural which Joy-

Hul~a's

rationalism rejects.

bec~use

he represents a

power (supernatural evil) which ~oy-~ulga does not
recognize, the salesman is stronger than she is and
mocks her.

Wb11e i:;he story appears to end with Joy

Hulga's'defeat, i:;here

IDay

De an indication that she now

is receptive to aivine grace; after the salesman has
talkeu her 1nto taking off her artificial leg, JoyHulg& I

S

attitude changes:

entirely dependent on him.

"\Iithout the leg she felt
Her brain seemed to have

stofped functioning altogether and to be about some
other function that it wes not very good at.,,67
Joy-Eulga's self-sufiiciency has been wrecked by the
selesffisn's theft of her leg, and there is

~he

suggestion,

not pursued, that now she will De open to divine grace.
64 -",

I

b1a

., .p. 260.

65Lllen Tate, lI:B'lannery O'Connor--A Tr1bute,"
~s£Eit, VIII (wi~ter, 1~64), 48.
66 Loc. c it.
670 'Connor, 1.\hree .!2l. !1.££n~r;y ~Conn2.E., p. 260.
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r1eDce

fiction is

it is tcst those

8it~cr ~oan~nglessly

absurd are incOITect.
uses

t~'ho

ele~ents

It

h '"co
.J..l.c
_

ir.,sist that C 'Gonnor 's

Gothic or existentially

been seen that O'Connor

of violence and grotesquery in dramatizing

her Ch::::'ist ian vi 6'vJ of man

co

r'
o~

a sinner, rather thsn

employing these elements for their own sake, or lor the
sake of expressing an existentialist view of the

~orld.

It becomcs clear, then, that the basic conflict in ner
fiction is grounded in her concept of Christianity; and
the violence of her
man's rejection

or

fict~on

arises

fro~

her view of

God Who pursues man witb grace.

CH1-i.:fT..::B II
TH'U:.. AND

\~ILL

Ny vievi of free viill fol1.0 1..Is trEldi~ icr:al
Catholic ~&acning. I don't think any genulne
novelist is lnterestea in ~ritlng about a ~orld
of people "'iha are strlctly determined.. Lven if
he writes aDout Characters uho are ITOstly unfree,
it is the sucden free action, ~he open possi
bility, which he kno~s is tne only thing capable
01 il1.Uminating the picture and giVing it life.
So that while preaictDole predeterninec actions
have a comic interest for ~e, it is the free act,
the acceptance of grace particularly, that I
always have my eye on as the ~ning which ~ill
make the story worK.
Flannery C'Uonnor,'
";' Collec~ion 01' Statements ll
O'Connor's fiction exhibits two

aspec~s

oy which

God's pursuit or man is Effibociea; these are her

Btti~ude

towara free-will, and her use of time and blstory as
the means by which Goa confronts her characters.

The

emphasis which is made upon tne necesslty to choose or
reject Christ bas been commented upon earlier in
investi~ation.

Never~heless,

~his

one aiscusses again the

theme of cnoice, or use of Will, at tbis point, because
it relates to O'Connor's use of
Dlood.

~ime,

as

~een

in

~ise

As the novel beGins, haze, recently discharged

from the army, is on a traln to Taulkinham, tbe city.

2'1
1~C:

has

lOU:-:lC

his real home,

~eDnessee, comp~ete~y

that 1D the army,
of to evil. llb8

~~e

h.<.:r:llet

deserted.

hC ~as

01'

Ea::trod,

O'Connor points out

"coDverteC to nothin8 instead

That is, he tninks bo has found 5 way

to avoid Jesus and sin at tbe same time:
II.
•
•
-chore \'18E no FCill ceCDuse thf:re vias nothing
to l~al~ from and nc Hecemption DE:Cc,USe -Chere \vCJ,S no
Fall ana no JUdgment because "Chere wasn't the first
t\\'o. I~othlng matt ers but tbs t Jesus we s a lior. IIb'j

Haze

sum~arizes

tne mOdern secu12r cese against

.christ;ianity in tllls sermon.

But Haze had

B

grandfatner

\.;ho \\as a preacrler \-,ho, as part of his sermon,

viOU~d.

point to the bOy and say that Jesus would never relent
in His. pursuit of the boy.7 0
what Haze is afraid of:
evade Jesus.

~his pursuit is exactly

that he

wi~l

not be

Bb~e

to

Haze's presching comes to an ena When a

policeman pusnes Hazels old Essex over an embankment
because he did not have a license.
Butomooile is, for him, tne

~oss

The loss of the

of the church:

Haze stOOd for a few Dlhutes, ~ooKing over at
the scene. H1S lace seemed to reflect the entire
dis~8nce across the c~eGrning and on beyonc, the
entire distance that extenaed from his eyes to the
blank gray sKy that ~ent on, depth after aepth,
into space. His knees bent unaer him and he sat
68 O'Connor,

~hree ~~ F~8nner~

. 6:;Ibid., p. 6U.
'/Oleid. , p. 16.

OIC£gQ0r, p.

~7

.
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ao~~

,,~

':" ":C'

.1.. ... \,.~ .... C)

~ft~r

on the e~~e 01 tne ccbcnkncDt
ovor • / ~

~..:.... n.. ..l.l.:J
'C"

~~th

his feet

ceins deprlVCd 01 his automobile, Haze

cea~es

'blaspbeJling ena sir:n ing anG r;;ort if ies h:"s f k ::::h,
ing barbce Wlrc

aro~nd

his ascetic penance ""..., '"
C

oar

his cncst, rocks ond broken

glsss in his shoes, and blinding himself
.;

vi

.)

~ith

lime.

strictly Cathollc theme

~ore

than is usually fount in ('Connor's rictioD.

Gossett

writes that Haze in his blinaness faces Go&.7

2

Rechnltz

oDserves thsw Haze is at lest cBptured by Jesus, ".

..

just as his grandfDtner prophesiea he WOUle be, years
befor,e. 1I73

In this v;ay, will, or Haze',s attempt to deny

Christ, is linked to time manifest in the grandfather's
prophesj.
~Iise

O'Connor says, in an lntroductory note to

Blood, that, for her, haze's integrity lies in his

inability to avoid Jesus.'l4

In this novel, one sees,

first, O'Connor's prophetic view 01' history in the
grandfather's preaching that the boy would oe unable to
avoid Christ, and, second.ly, 0' Connor's view of 1ree\o;ill.
In her note to 1dise Blood, she \.;ri tes,
-----

\I.

•

•

free ""ill

does not mean one will, but many wills conflicting in

71rOid., pp. Ilj-ll4.
72Gossett, Ope cit., p.
7~echn~
3 , " t z,

'7LJ,.

---

O~.

Cl"t . ,

--

90.

p. 3'b"
1.

O'Connor, Three QY Flannery O'Connor, p. 8.
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r; ,..

n.

0:18

::'£3

2nd

a~ay

It {

?

from

lie; z e.L 1';0"t cst e :.:; conrlicting ~ills towarc
C~rist;

and, for DOst of the novel, bis

will away from Christ docinates.

~~

"the enG, however,

his will toward Christ triumpns, and he takes up the
penances which culminate in his death.

Self-mutllation

might not icpress one as being particularly lautable;
however, Gardiner quotes a statement of O'Connor's on
the relationship of gooa and evil:
Most of us have learned to be dispassiona~e about
evil, to look it lD the race end find, as often as
not, our own grinning reflections with which we do
not argue, but good is ano"tner matter. Fe~ have
starec at that long enough to accept "the lac"t ~hat
its'f;~e toe is grotesQu:, tn7~ in ~s the good is
somet~lng unGer construculon.
In other words, in this fallen world, good appears gro
tesQue and dis"torted, and, "thUS, wha"t

Haz~

does to him

self, while it is assuredly Violent, is not necessarily
evil.

In O'Connor's worle, it may be the only way in

which Haze can prepare himself for death.

Some critics

have misread this final section of the nevel,

par~icu-

larly Haze's self-blinding, but Stelzmann points out
that this act is a visible sign of Haze's acceptance of
grace, not an inaication of his further commitment to

7~I,oc.

..
Cl"t.

76 Gar d'lner, £E.

.t
~.,

'-'8 •
p. .~u
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ci.nil ",

c-'

~.".J,j..l

•

(1'1

hnother cIlorcc"t.<2T In

t.eering .oaze call lor

6.

\il~.£

llne'VJ Jesus,

Jesus," by stealL'16

the "nc\v

Blood., Br.och Er:iery,

b

II

supplies HDze \'.'itr:

mummy i'rom the

mUSGurJ.

In great anser, ha ze hUrls the r:luIT,rny aga inst the via 11
\,;nere its bead bursts oren end tbe "trash insiae
out. 78

ll

sprays

The obvious sugscstion is that Hazels preaching

of tb.e "Church
the head.

\-1

it hout Christ II ema nat es froI:l lit rashll in

Rechnitz states tbat in the

is confronted with the fact thst

~he

Ii

nev! jesus" Iiaze

Cnurch without

Christ is based upon the worsnlp 01 nothillg.7~ Rechnitz
further explains, however, tn8t Haze's

co~itment

has

resulted in the creation 01 God In the "nevi jesus. lIdU
But surely this oDservation is a misreading of the
mummy I s signi1' icance, wh ich Rechni t z rightly
and Haze rejects.

The pOlnt

~ould

0

Dserves

seem to be that man

on his own can create nothlng Detter t;}:l[Jn a driee up
mummy, not that Haze bes somehow tbreated Goa."

Itechnitz

is reeding O'Connor as an existentlolist, Which approach

'/'/Ra~nulf

Steltzmann, "Bhock and Orthodoxy:
c'~onnor's NovelS ana
Short St ories," ~avieE Univ ersitJ:. StUd.! es, II (i'l<.:rcn,
1~63), 14.
See alSO, SUl11vau, OP. cit., P' 3; and
Dowell, £2- cit., p. 239.
-- --
7 8 0 'Connor, ~hree ~ Flannery C'Congor, p. 102.
1••

An Interpretation of Flannery

'79"nec h·t
't
nl Z, ££. £l_o,
p. 315 •
80 L oc.

.t

C1.

•
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is inClppropristt:, bec.'_u:::c cs
cO;"(::::1itted to en ob,jc:ctiv8
Rechnitz'2 r:;0:Aim,

E,

Christic.n C'Connor is

01'(:<::1'

"f~uificil:ntly

creute God, 1,81 is reall;y

<3

crc:teeb,Y God,

reflection of the Ilad justmE:nt

reads Haze ' 8 self-blinding as an
ity. 82
.sble:

;:'-;'E.n.

cor:iIf,itted. I:12n Cbn

to the modern \,;o1'le 11 vJhich 0' Conner scorned.

.

r~ot

affir~ation

But SteltzIT;8nn ' s view is surely just

Rechni t z
of hUffien
2S

reason

Ecze's self-blinding is tte visible sign of his

acceptance (not cr~otioQ) of grace. 83

AE Hoffman

observ"es, Ee ze CE;nr;(:t control his own destiny. 84

It is

the attempt to control his own fate, to rely on his own
efforts solely, that is, for Christianity, men's bcsic
sin.
As a Christian, O'Conner
of history.

vie~ed

'l'arv,}E't cr, in T'he Violent

God as the Lord

£~

It A\..;2.~7, has

been tausht about
History beginning with Adam expelled from the
garden and going on down through the presidents
to Herbert Hoover and on in speculation tow§5d
the Becone Coming and the Day of Judgement.
"1

bLoc. cit.
82-

.

.Lac. c l t •

83

Cf.

~,

note 40.

84:&'red erick hoffman, 11'J.'he Search f or Red 6IJpt ion, II
in The l,dded Di~ension, p. 39.

85 OIConnor, ~hree
"

~ F18nner~

OIConnor, p. 305.

::52
~c~cc,

w;.-.iClE

bctn the
l-'::'<'c~~crlce

~econd Co~inc ~na
O~-l

(."ICcr~r:or's

~istory pr2scn~eC

copt of

to

J~d~~~nt

='f18 con

\':'Ol~l.Ci.

i'ictior:0lT2r~2ter

Day exert

definitely con

celves 01' ;iistor} clS nevin,::); been p18nnec.: ano rU.l.ec DJ
GOd,

~nd

so, in ('Conner's fiction, history DeCODes one

of the means by which God confronts man
and reC: et:: ption.

Cne \l.iey

~n

v!Lich she

~ith

Juug~~nt

8ch~tVt;s

tt.is

view is through her presentation of the conflict of one
C8ner~tion

with another.

in her first collection,
Lnem,y."

A csse in point is
"1~

story

Late Encounter \,;ith the

Here, "the effect of his1:ory on the protagonist

is so strong that it is almost personified.
G8~eral ~ennesseo

is

~he

Flintrock Sash, who

grsnddaughter, Sally Poker Sasb.

The hero

l~ves

with his

Sally, who hes been

going to college for years, is finally ready to graduate.
She wants her granafather to 88 seoted on the stage at
her commencement and creams of saying to the aucience,
II I

See him!

See him!

I'ly kin, all you upsta"rts!

Glorious

upright old man standing for all the old trac.itions! ,tiro

Of course, General SaSh is neither glorious nor upright-
in fact, he aoes not renember the Civil War in
co
\"'~
.o~

sup~osed

The General

to be, but probably
II

~as

~hich

he

not, a general.

• didn't nave Bny use for history

86 o 'Connor, rl'nrce

.sz.

l!'lsnncr;y u'Connor, p. 234.

j?

D2ceuse he never

ex~ectec

to 2cet it egCiin. "c7

G8ncrel DDS been in rarcdes

~nG

~reccssiens

IH:os -en,s 8t-ccntion "ir-nell tilCY aftora nim.

J~he

eefere
Bc;~ne;

~nc

tihe

center of atticntion is the only reason thaLi he will
consent to appear at bally's graauation.

Because at

his age (one hundred and four) he has to be teKen onto
the staGe in a Wheel-chair.

Sally's nephew, John Wesly

Foker Sash, Who is to wheel the old

~an,

is a Boy Scout

and will wear his uniform, just as the old man will
wear a Confeaerate generalis uniform.

As the long line

of graduates winds into the

under the hot

8ud~toriuQ

sun, Sally spots John Wesly sna the General at a coke
machine and hurries them back stiage.

Once the cere-

conies begin, there is some oration about the past:
lf'If

'Vie

forGet our pcH-;t,' the speaker was saying,

won't remember our future and it
~on

' t. 'Dave one. \lob

mb'
~
.~s

~ill

, t
peueao-rne

'WG

be as well for we

.
or~c

.
~s

,
toe verDa 1

equivalent of the old General's sitting in his wheel
chair mumbling to

h~ITlse.L1'.

He ~s irri tali ed by the

oration and the music that follows.

He discovers that

there is a hole in his head:
It was the slow black music that had put it there
and though most of the music had stopped outside,

b'lLoc. cit.
bO Ibi 9..

,

p. 240.

.:54
was still 8 lit~le ot it in the nole .
woros he neorc lutO the d~rk places of

~~orE

:2ttin~ the
c
hr',:,-;
[" '1'
J.
CI.........n •
-..J

09

;.,;

In ot};..:;!' vJords, -Che

old

l'

s 1ovJ olsck Illusic"

defenses against his past.

~an's

hDS
~s

brcachee the

the

~raduates

filo onto the stege to rCC81ve their aiploIll8s, the
"bleck procession" Decomes for hie the past \ortlicb ne nas
avo idee:
£s the music s~elled out to~ard him, the entire
pc: st op enea up on b1r:~ OU"t of nOv;here ena ne I' e1 t
his body ride led in a hundre6 places ~ith sharp
stabs of pain . • . . ~~en sUddenly he se~ that
the blaCk procession wes almost on hiffi • • . . He
sacte such a desperate eIIort to see over it ~nd
find out ~hat co~es after the past tta~ h1S hand~,
clenched the swore untll "the blade toucbed bone. U
General Sash's attempt to forget and avoid the past,
however, is futile ana ends in his death.

The General

had not realized thzt somet.:J.i::1g " • • • comes after tne
pa st

,11

DnG

it is t::J is someth ine; , divine jUdgment, t [18t

makes his death more horrible.

GEneral BDSh could not

forget the past, cecause it was impossible for hiD not
I1to ccet

~t

8fcin."

Tne story ends v·lith John '.'iesly,

unawsre that the old man is d.ead, I1waiting nO\-J, \iith
the corpse, in the long line at the Coca-Cola machlne." Sl
EVidently, the Boy Scout will fare no better than
(' ,

o';;!Loc.

. +

C1

90 ---=..::..'
1b -;>;
Cl

/ :!:£1:.Q..,

C.i •

-0
...

241 •

p. 242.
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0er:ere,l
c~ted

'l.;cLneE~.ec:

l"lin"tIock ScsL; Jchn '..'e81,) is inter-

only in his own cocfort 2nd

attc~tion

to the 010

~~n

C~tn

not

COGS

~ay

encc~h

to realize th2t he is aeEc.

Tn en
....
es" cJ "n tbe necassity of t8Dcbin3 fiction
~-

as a

suo,~ject

th&t

hi:;~

e hlstory, (/'Gonnor

",Iro~e,

in

enm.. (;r to the erglH[tent th;;t r::oaern nOvels pr8;:,.cnt the
student

\~ith

the realities of his own time

~nd

therefore

are of more interest to him,
The 1'ac"t thc,t thc~:e vicrks G'1on-n~odE:rn r:.('vel~ do
n?t prese~t h~w ~hc studen~ ~ithYh~ rcclitie~ ~f
h16 own t1mc 18 8~1 to the gOGd. He 1S surrounaea
by the reDliti, s of his ovm'Otime and he has no
perspective ~hatever from which to view them.~2
O'Connor implies

.th~t

true knowledGe is

b2~ed

upon

-historical perspective, and she certainly discourages
that idol iza t i cn of the cont empcr"meous vihich is at the
root of so many of her characters' sinfulness.
An
~s

eX6m~le

of her use of historical persrective

s ~eans of knowledge, and, indeed, confrontation,

occurs in her story, l1}'arker s Back,
I

the post-burnous collection,

11

\..;hich appeared in

EV~EsYtbi£g ~ha!

Rises

IVlus t

In the story, C. E. Farker has oarried a

Conver~Q.
Firl~

Sarah Ruth, who does not approve of his tatoos.
She ir:sists that these are 1I\la~ity of vanities. ,,93

92Plannery C'Cor;noT, IIi!.. Subject \·Jith a History,1T
in The AddeQ. DiI2.§.£sion, p. 266.

G3
-' C Connor,
I

p. 229.

:~~v er~hinE

','hat Eises LUE,t

CO~§'E.:::te,
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;~~~i;>"s

L.:(:COT::i:.

ted (; c i ci f" S Leo b t (j i
~ill

plecsc

cnc:

\·,or~:~

r:

ior' ::':'erk8r, :,nd finoll,Y

i:Gr~,;C

a G () '[ I:: c I' t E' t

hi~ ~ife.

~~2

c· c: -- t

tatoo artist

book of reproductions from

~tich

picture of God for his

~atoc.

ce~

[; is t :.. r:i e,

0

n ~;

1:. b. i

ch

larkcr a

g~v~s

he is to choose the
The tatoo artist

tells l.\srkcr the t the UD-t
c,-dat e ':ictures
arc in thE;
.
"
b~ck

his

of the book.
v.:8~v

Parker

back int 0 timE;.

"reassuring, II cut 'che

~t~rts ~ith
~te

them end

~orks

firs t }:io turcs are

f'Jrt~(ler

back he goes, the less so

j

the pictures become:

.j

Cne showed G gaunt gr~cD dead face streakeu ~ith
blood. Cne wc1 s ;ye110\·) \·;ith se~";~~~ing pUI'ple eJ'es.
Farker's heart beat f~Eter end fester until it
a~Dearec t8 be roarinrr inside him like e great
()':'ne'rr'tor
"
,0
• 34
,
t~:.-t:

In leafing
the

back~ards

through the book, Farker leaves

moder~,'secular ~orld

custom and hnbit

fro~

in which he is insulated by

the realities of .judgment and

rec ernp't ion Bnd is brought f 8C e to f
tions of these realities.

D CC

itJ

i th rer,resenta

Finally, he cheoses a

Byzanti:ce Christ \4ith "sterL c-,ll-dernanding eyes. lI
barah Ruth cor.siders the tatoo to be not (nly venity
but blGsphemy,
broem.
clai~s

~nd

~

drives him out of the house

But Parker has had his confrontation

~ith

~ith

a

the

of divinity and ends up leaning against G tree,

SA!bid., ~. 234.
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sobbing.

The relationship of history to O'Connor's

fictional world is perhaps best summarized by Drake:
Indeed, the world of Miss O'Connor's fiction
seems to wait hourly for JUdgment Day--or some new
revelation or perhaps a transfiguration, in any
case, some si~p thGt the Almighty is still "in
charge here."~'
This statement is clearly related to the Christian
concept of God as the Lord and Judge of history, and,
in each of O'Connor's

stories, there is "some new reve

lation or • • • transfiguration" which affects one or
more of the characters:

history is a medium through

which God confronts man.
O'Connor's view of free-will and her use of
history having been investigated, it may be seen that
she considers the problem of free-will to be a conflict
between many wills in one man.

In her fiction, the

characters are under the necessity of deciding for or
against Christ, and this necessity provides the conflict
in her fiction.

History is one of the means by which

God confronts man; it has been shown that the attempt
to deny the past leads to destruction.

Also, her

characters must have historical perspective to under
stand the human condition.

95Drake, Flannery O'Connor:
p. 18.

! Critical Essa~,

III

Cl1LI-~~".R

CLnb

r·'~.hCCC!~'

S

r..l.~AIL;

C~i.l~:"\.t~Cr:i:ir~

:~S r'L_~CL

Ttis is the dead land
~his is cactus land
Here the stone i~cses
Are raised, here they receive
The supplication of e dead man's hand
Udder the t~inkle of a fading star.
~~. S. El i 0 t ,
IlCl1he RollovJ 1'-',en II
The corn was orient sna immortal wheat,
which never shouJd be reaped, nor was ever
sown. I thou~ht it haa stoed from ever
l~sting to everlesting.
The dust and stones
of the street were as precious gold; the gG~es
were at fir~t the end of the ~orld . .
Eternity WBS manifest in the light of the day,
and so~etting infinite behind everything
appeared: . • . .
ThomaS Treherne,
"Centuries of l'leditations," III. 3.
In O'Connor's fiction, setting and place are
very importi';nt:
spiritual and
conflic~s

she used descriptions of place to show

p~ychologic81

realities and to show the

and changes in personality undergone by her

char2cters as they react to God's pursuit.

Two atti

tudes about the Christian view may be seen in her
fiction:
cauble:

the Christian's attitude toward the
first, the world

therefore, I<ooel [Jnd

~as

tt)Dtific~:

~orla

created by God snc is,
to Him; se'condly, t'r'i.s

is

39
world is fallen from grace and bas come under the power
of evil and is, therefore, in enmity to

~od.

~urther-

more, she makes a deliberate use of place--settin8 and
objects--botn to illuminate the inner states of her
characters and to confront them with uod.

Quinn points

out that her IIcountryl1 is, explicitly or implicitly,
sacramental. 96 In a book reView, she wrote that the
poet's attempt is to

II • . • •

penetrate matter until

spirit is revealed in it."97

If spirit is to be

revealed in matter, this certainly indicates that she
did not intend for the country of her
purely naturalistic.

~iction

to be

bcott describes her use of

mystery as an over-abundance of meaning, rather than an
unknown quality.~8

This view of mystery means that

O'Connor's use of the world as sign or symbol is the
result of her thorough attention to reality.

Gossett

points out that O'Connor builds from "literal facts at
the natural level."9~

u'Connor herself thinks,

the writer's vision is literal and not naturalistic.
It is literal in the same sense that a child's
YbBister M. Bernetta QUinn, "View 'from a ~ock:
'The Fict ion of Flannery O' Connor and J. F. Powers,"
Critique, II (~all, lY58) , 24.
97:Flannery C' Connor, uRevie\<V of The Phenomenon of
Ma£,u !-merican bcholar, XXX (Fall, 1961~blb.
~8Scott,

- £E.ODe

~9Gossett,

cit., p. 141.
cit., p.

78.
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arawing is literal. When a child dra~s he dOGsn't
try to be grotesque but to set down exactly what he
sees, and as hls gaze is pirect, he sees the lines
th8t create motlon. I an lnteoosted in the lines
that create spiritual motion.~
O'Connor obviously intends that the vision in her fic
tion be focused on spiritual events.

One way in wbich

she achieves this focus is to use a physical fact as the
carrier of a spiritual fact.

An obvious instance is

the waterstain in liThe Enduring Chill" which becomes the
Holy Ghost descending on Asbury.
in O'Connor's metaphors the

H •••

Duhamel writes that
specific contains

under tension an analogous universal."lOl

Gossett

points out that O'Connor. uses natural objects and events
to show man's inner tensions.

Thus, any close reading

of O'Connor's work should take its bearings from Uthe
lines that create spiritual motion."

There are several

·kinds of physical fact used by her in drawing these
lines:

physical deformity of the characters, objects

associated with the characters, landscape as an analogue
for sp.iritual reality, and, finally, "country" used to
indicate a character's spiritual state.

"Country" in

O'Connor's fiction finally means something beyond locale,
100Quoted in Ihab Hassan, Radical Innocence, p. 79.
lOlp. Albert DUhamel, "The Novelist as Prophet,"
in The Added Dimension, p. 92.,
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setting~

emblematic objects, or even a perception of

the mystery of nature; in ner ficvion, all men are away
from the fltrue country" vJhich they enter only b;Y faith .102
Many of O'Connoris cbaracters have some
deformity.

physic~

Joy-Hulga, in "Good t;ountry People,1I

discussed earlier, has a wooden leg which fascinates
the Bible salesman.

When he steals it from her, he

deprives her of the self-assurance she has exhibited
throughout the story.

Thus, the leg suggests the arti

ficiality of the ideas upon which she has based her life.
Asbury's undulant fever, in "The ltnduring Chill," is
clearly related to his spiritual malady of artistic
sterility.

Rufus Johnson, the juvenile-aelinquent pro

tagonist of liThe Lame
foot.

~hall

Enter First,ll has a club

lie is counseled by Sheppard, who is City Recrea

tional Director and also counselor at the reformatory.
Sheppard feels that Rufus'
tion for the foot."103

tI • • •

mischief was compensa

Sheppard thinks that, if he can

convince Rufus that the clubfoot is not a thing to be
ashamed of, Rufus will not commit any more

cri~es.

Rufus knows better; to Sheppard's statement·, llYou don't

l02RobertE'itzgerald, liThe Countryside and the
'Iorue CountrY,1I SewR, LXX (Summer, 1962), 394.
p. 149.

l030'Connor~ Everything That Rises Must Converge,
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have to r.lake up for thEit foot,

11

he replies,

IIListen at bim! Il he screa;:;,ed. "r lie end steal
because I'm good at ita The lame sb~ll ente~
firstl The halt'll be gathered together. ~hen I
get ready to be saved, Jesus'll save me, £8t that
lying stinking atbeist, not that ••
4
II

Rufus' deformity, then, is not an emblem of something
which can be set right by human effort, but rather the
spiritual deformity to which human nature is subject as
a result of the fall.

Sister Rose Alice says that

0' Connor uses physical and mental deformity to symboliz.e
her vi~w of the human situation. 105 Perhaps, the most

extreme example of physical deformity in O'Connor's
work is the hermaphrodite in itA Temple of the Holy
Ghost."

It is interesting to note, particularly since

this is one of her few stories dealing with Catholic
Characters, that

th~s

most extreme example of deformity

is the occasion for complete acceptance of the defor
mitJ.

The protagonist is a twelve year old girl whose

family is Visited by two fourteen-year-old girl cousins.
This pair has been told at convent school that their
bodies are temples of the Holy Ghost.

They think this

statement extremely funny and call each other Temple One
l04--~_.,
r--"b"d
pp. 1~8'_u
() '/.

lO'Sister Hose Alice, IIFlannery O'Connor: Poet
to the Outcast," Renascence, XVI (~pring, 1964), 127.
See also, Drake, Flanner~ OIConnor: A Critical ESS8J,
p.

39.

-

-

i
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aLd Ter:.:)le r1:'1o.'O.

But the phre se pleases the little

girl when she hears it, BnG she feels as though she has
b een

·

g~ven

a presen t • lOb

(,-...
1.
~ne ~wo 0 der

. 1 s go t 0 a

g~r

fair where one of the sideshows is a hermaphrodite who
states, "God made me thisaway and if you laugh He may
strike you the same way.,,107

The child does not under

stand her cousins' account of this, but she associates
the freak's acceptance of deformity with the descrip
tion of her body as a temple of the Holy Ghost, and
this association prepares the way for her new spiritual
insight.

During Mass, when the priest elevates the

host, she remembers the

h~rmaphrodite's

phrase and,

thus, connects acceptance of God's will with the passion
of Christ. lOB

The motif is brought to completion in

the last sentence of the story:
The sun was a huge red ball like an elevated Host
drenched in blood and when it sank out of sight, it
left a line in
sky like a red clay road hanging
over the trees.

189

As Hoffman points out, this image heightens the herma
phrodite's acceptance of deformity.110

l06 0 'Connor, Three

Qz Flanne~

1071boO
101
~ . , p.
;;.
lOB ~.,
.3
Ib " .
p. 1 ':J.
1 0 9 -2.Q..,
1"b·
p. 104
;;.

110H of f man,

£E. £!1.,

p. -7
~ •

But, even more,

O'vonnor, p. 185.
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it shows how the world bas become scnctified for the
child through the acceptance learned from the freak's
example; for her, as for Tr8herne" "Bternity was manifest in the light of the day

II

The YJorld points

beyond itself; the "red clay road hanging over the
trees" is the path to the presence of God.
Friedman discusses O'0onnor's use of objects
associated with a character to port~ay psychological.
lll
actions.
He points out Hazel Motes, in ~Jise Blood,
as the best example. 112 Haze'S dependence on the old
Essex from Which he preaches is clearly an analogue for
his spiritual state.

When his car is destroyed, he is

no longer able to preach his anti-gospel, but turns to
mortification and penitence.

Hufus Johnson, in "ll'he

Lame Shall Enter First," clings to his old

~rostbetic

shoe and rejects the new one which Sheppard buys in
hopes of changing Hufus's attitude.

Hufus obviously

identifies his old, wornout shoe with his spiritual
state, and the new shoe with the state to which Sheppard
attempts to convert him.

In The Violent

~

It Away,

Rayber, the materialist uncle, wears a hearing aid.
IllFriedman, "Flannery 0' Connor I s Sacred Objects, If
in The Added Dimension, pp. 1~b~206. ~ee also, Irvin
r-1alin, 2J2.. cit~, p. 114-; lloss~tt, ££.. cit., pp. 84;85.
112:eriedmaD, "Flannery O' Connor I s Sacred Ubjects, n
in The Added Dimension, p. 200.
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Tarwater, the boy prophet, pours his scorn on t:cis
device:

"VIhat you wired ior?1l he drawled, "Does your

head light upr; ,,113

Tar\>iater is implying "tnat 1{ayber is

already less than human, the result to be expected from
Rayber's materialistic philosophy.
O'Connor's use of place extended to her concept
of region.

The present author will next investigate

this concept.

As she wrot e, i'To knO\-J one's self is to

know one's region. ,,114

Her region was the American

Bouth, which is embodied in her writings in all of its
peculiar rhythms of speech, thought and action.

Ihab

Hassan characterizes the South as opposites held in
tension:
The South, of course, is a place where the dialectic
of innocence and guilt, communion and estrangement,
primitivism and ceremony, can be clearly observed;
it is a place where the Protestant mind and the folk
spirit have not succumbed enti1i1Y to business
ethics or urban impersonality. >
This "dialectic U often is used in u'Connorls work as a
means of establishing a tension between city and country,
although, as Drake shows, there is no "Eden-Sodom ll
- l'

~ ?O'Connor, Three ~ Flanne~ O'C£gnor,p. 366.

114]llannery O'Connor, "The Fiction' \'iriter and
v
His Countr"',
in 'lihe
Novel p. 163.
-- Living ----,
115Ih~b.Has~an~ Radical Innocence, p. 79. See
elso, Duhamel, "Flannery u'(;onnor's Violent View of
Reality," The Catholic vforld, <.:XC (.,February, 1960), 281.
II
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l-C

dichotomy of country anG ci~y in her ~crk. 10
oit:;en happens in Oleonnor'EO fiction is that the
country people

II

What
II

goo d

go to the city and are confronted 'vi th

alienation and imfersonality.
for instance, goes to

Enoch Emory in Wise Blood,

~aulkinh8m

ana makes no frienes

and finds no fulfillment until he attaches himself to
the fanatic Hazel

Mo~es.

Enoch steals a gorilla suit,

and after he has donned it,
No gorilla in existence, whether in the jungles of
Africa or California, or in ~ew York City in the
finest apartment in the world, was happier at that
moment than !~~s one, whose god had finally
rewarded it. I
This donning of a gorilla suit may be intended to sug
'"gest the Christian concept
man • • • • tr (Col. 3:10.)

01'

having "put on the new

Enoch has succumbed to urban

impersonality and undergoes a kind of reverse evolution.
The gOd which, has rewarded Enoch is the dessicated
mummy stolen from the museum and presented to Haze.
Also, in tbis scene, California and "the finest apart
ment lt are equatec. with Africa as likely haunts of
gorillas, suggesting that even in the heart of a city,
man has not escapee his essential nature, no matter how
many layers of civilization there are on the old Adam,

p.

19.

llbDrake, Flanne~ O'Connor:

!

Critical ~ssay,

l17 o 'connor, If'hree £;:[ ]\lannery O'Connor, p. 108.
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,
WilO

.

~s

,.
b
' .
t0' "uoo. 118
alSO
ea~ent

Q'Connor's use of region involves another dia
lectic of opposites in tension.

Drake

co~ments o~ ho~

certain O'Connor characters look upon nature as some
thing to be exploited:
more

com~odity;

liTo them , it may be just one

it certainly holds no particular
l'~

~stery for them. ~

So that, as well as the urban-

rural tension, there is in her work a

tension between

nature as commodity and nature as mystery.

u'Connor

writes,
"country" • • . • suggests everything from the
actuel countryside that the novelist describes
on, to, and through the particular characteristics
of his region and nis nation, and on, through, and
under all of these to his true country, which the
writer with Christianconvictions.~illconsider to
be ~hat is eternal and absolute.~c
'I'hese levels of meaning are present for the llcountry It
in any of O'Connoris fiction.
lI

Beginning with the

ac tual countryside," she constructs her stories in such

a way that at last the "true country" of the characters
is made plain.

Of course, they dQ

~ot

all enter their

true country, but most of them apprehend it, at least
118Drake, Flannery O'Gonn~r: ! Critical
p. 19. bee also, Gossett, £E. cit., p. ·/~·
p. 40.

119Drake, Elanner~ O'Connor:

A Critical Essay,

120o'Connor, liThe Fiction Writer and His
Country, in The Living l'iovel, p. 158.
II

~ssay,
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negatively.

A story which illustrates this, as well as

what has just been said about the cauble view of nature
as mystery and commodity, is

1I.1i.

VJ.ew of the Vi/oods.

II

This story deals with old Mr. Fortune and his grand
daughter, Mary Fortune Pitts.

The

~ld

man owns a great

deal of land on which Mary Fortune and her family live
at his mercy.

Mr. Fortune despises the Pitts, but he

thinks that the child has his blood and will follow in
his footsteps.

Mr. Fortune is slowly selling his land,

to the discomfort of all the Pitts, except Mary Fortune.
The old man says of his son-in-law, UIAny fool that
would let a cow pasture interfere with progress is not
on my books.,n 121 Uf course, progress includes more
wealth for Mr. Fortune.

The one disturbing element in

his granddaughter is the fact that she

allo~s

her father

to beat her without resisting, and, in fact, she will
never admit to the old man that her father has beat her.
He can not understand this submission, because, Ult was
as if it were he that Pitts was driving down the road
to beat and it was as if he were the one submitting to
The crisis of the story occurs ~hen ~~. Fortune

it.,,122
~ecides

to sell the lot in front of the house as a site

121uIConnor, Everything That Ri£es Must Converge,
p. 55.

,122 Ibid ., pp. 61-62.
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for e gas station.

All the Pitts, including Mary

Fortune, oppose this;
"He \own t be able to see the woods across the
road,1l she said.
The old man stared at her.
i;The wood.s across
the road °t" he repeat ea.
;'\'/e \von't be able to see the vieYi," she said.
"The view °t" .he repeated.
"The \'1oods, she said; "we won' t be able to see
the \-loods from the porch. II
12
tiThe woods from the porch?" he repeated. :5
I

il

The old man does not understand, because he can not
perceive the IDJstery inherent in the woods across the
road; all he can see in nature is something to be
bought and sold for a profit.

Mr. Fortune attempts to

bribe Mary 1"ortune, but he does not succeeC1.

At last,

on the way home from tOYin, he decides to beat her after
she has throYin a pop bottle at him for selling the lot.
But Mary Fortune fights back, which is not what he
expected, and in the struggle, Mr. ~urtune kills her. 124
~he

old man sinks baCK against the trunk of one of the

pines YihiCh run down to the lake shore, and his heart
expands so that he feels it is pulling bim toward the
water:
• sUddenly the whole ~ake opened up before
him, riding majestically in little corrugated folds
toward his feet. He realized suddenly that he
could not swim and. that he bad not bought the
123Ibid., p. 6j.
l24Loc • cit.

l

I

J
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boat. 125
Water (the lake) may be taken in ~his context to sug
gest not only the

~rans~t~onal

element between life and

death, 126 but also that mystery 12r to which the old man
has been blind all his life.

As he faces the crosBing

of the waters of death, Mr. Fortune realizes that he
can not swim, that is, thEt he can not overcome death
by himself; and he realizes further that he has not
bought the boat, that is, he bas not found the grace
which would enable him to cross over the waters to a
new life.

¥~.

Fortune's final state is likened to a

bulldozer:
He looked around desperately for someone to help·
him but the place wes deserted except for one huge
yellow monster which sat to tne side, f~8station
ary as he was, gorging itself on clay.
Mr. Fortune has become iri death like the machines to
which he sacrificed nature.

If, as seems likely,

lvir. Fortune' s "true country II is avant ean Inf erno ,

perhaps his eternal occupation will be gorging himself
on red clay ana spitting it up with Ha deep sustained

125 Ibid., p. 81.
126 J • E. Cirlot,

!

Dictionar~ of bymbols, p. 236.

127 I·b ~a
"'Ill-,
· , ., p. ..,.,-r,/
•
p. 81.

1280'Connor, ~~erything ~ Rises ~ Converge,
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nausea and a slow mechanical

revu~s~on

,,129

•

O'Connor bas commentea tnbt,
Art requ~res a del~ca~e adjustment of tbe outer
and inner worlds in such a way that, without
changing thri6 nature, they can be seen tnrough
eacb other. ?
This adjustment is

prec~sely

wnat occurs in a passage

such as the one just quotea from lOA View of the Woods.

II

It involves what she has elsewhere called "a descent

.

through the darkness of the familiar

, .. 131

that

is, a passage into the mystery which she felt behind
the world at every point.

,

The fullest development of the "countryll motif
is the concept of man as a

d~splaced

132
only return home by God1s grace..

person who CBn
A long story in

O'Connor'sfirst collection is entitled "The Displaced
Person.

It

Here, Mrs. lV1C.lntyre is a. widow running a farm

by herself.

She is one of the people who see nature as

a commodity, not a mystery.

her hired help are the

bhortleys end two Negroes, but she is convinced by a
priest that she must add a Polish refugee, the displaced
129 --!9..,
Ib · .
p. 5-1::./.
130 o 'Connor, "The Fiction Writer and His Country,U
in The Living ~ovel,.p. 16j.
p. 279.

1,,10 , Connor,

IIA

Lecture, II in 'llhe Added Dimension,

132nrake, Flannery G1Connor:

--

&Critical

Ess~, p.28.

~
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person, to the number.

~he

Pole, Mr.oGuizac, turns out

to be & very hard ana efiicient laborer, putting both
the Negroes and the Shortleys to shame.

~~s.

collects her family and flees,dying enroute.
Mrs. McIntyre diEcovers
the young Negro, a
Poland.

~hat

half~it,

Shortley
Then,

Guizac has arranged for
to marry his cousin in

This is an attempt to enable the girls to

enter the United Btates.
shocked.

Mrs. McIntyre, of course,

i~

Guizac is killea accidentally, and after that

the farm goes to pieces, and
health, is left

~ith

~rrs.

Mc~ntyre,

in poor

no one but the priest who is

attempting to convert her.

This brief summary of the

plot does not suggest any idea of the theme or meaning
of the story,

ho~ever.

Fitzgerald has written an article

in answer to a Time reviewer who thought

~he

story was

somehow about the degeneracy of the South, or a satire
on farm conditions. 133
out tnat

~ost

Fitzgerald, nevertheless, points

of O'Connor's characters are

not reg~ona~ly, but spiritually.134

c~splaced,

One major element

in the story is the unfolaing portrayal or the charac
ters as

be~ng

displaced from their Utrue country. II

story is divi6ed into two sections, the first

133Fitzgeralc,~. cit., p. 381.
134

!9 ~ 9:.,

p. 394.

The

dea~ing
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with Mrs. tihortley. cmcthe secona vnth Ers. l"jcIntyre.
Sister Joselyn, points out thpt the story deals with
divine charity and the Incarnation,135 and she sees the
halves
peacock

01
8S

the story united oJ
analogues

01

~r.

~uizac

and the

~hrist.136 The main point of

Joselyn's article is twofold:

~irst,

liuizac and the

peacock form centers of definition for the other charac
ters. 157 She writes,
As each major character defines himself in rela
tionship to Mr. GUizac, so that character defines
himself in relation to 0hrist. "As long as you 138
did not do it for one of these least ones ••

1'1~1

I

II

i

,
I

, i!

,ji

.1

Thus, both Guizac and the peacock become .means by which
Christ confronts man. becondly, the peacock becomes a
particularly definite emblem

of~hrist.

develops this point thoroughly, but most

bister Joselyn
~articularly

.in reference to a scene involving the priest. 139
particular peacock is the last of those

o~ned

I'Irs. l'1cIntyre l s late husband, lithe JUdge. 1I
the birds and has let them die off.

This

by

She detests

The priest, however,

135Sister M. Joselyn, "Thematic Centers in 'The
Displaced Person,'" Studies in Short Fiction, I (Winter,
19E?4), 85.
- -
136 --E.L.,
r , . d p. 8 r7 •
137
Ib "d
. ~.,
p. 8'6 •
138 Ibid., p. 87.
139 Loc • cit.
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is fascinated

b~

it.

rxs. McIntyre snu the priest are

conversing when the peacocK spreads his tail:
Tiers of snall pregnant suns floated in a green
gold haze over his head. ~he priest stood
transfixed, his ja\~ slack • • • • IIChrist \oJill come
like that!1I he said in a loud g8~ voice and wipe~
his hand over his mouth and stood there, gaping. 40
The action has qUite the opposite effect on !,,'JrS.

,

"'''1

,

McIntyre:

"Christ in the conversation embarrased her

the way sex had her mother. 11 141

l"lrs. McIntyre does not

f eel a need f' or SUIJerneturalism: i'That man is my salva
tion!11 142 bhe feels that she can rely on the hired help.
The priest breaks a modern taboo by mentioning Christ
in a conversation about

~~.

Guizac.

Mrs. McIntyre con

tinues the conversation from that point, "'Mr. Guizac
didn't have to come here in the first place,,"14 3 but
the priest seems not to hear:
"He didn't have to come in the first place,"
she repeated, emphasizing each word.
The old man smiled. absent ly. "He came to
redeem US," he said and b1andlyreache~44.0r her
band and shook it and said he must go.
.
~he

peacock has set the priest's mind on

~hrist,

and he

14° 0 I Connor, 'I'nree .2l. :Flanner~ 0 I Connor, p. 2<jl.
141Loc. C1.t.
.

--

142 Ibid ., p. 270.
143Ibid., p. 291.
144Lac. cit.

I
I
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misunderstands

~rs.

nclntyre's reference to uuizac.

Later, rxs. McIntyre makes ner attitude toward Ghrist
absolutel;y clear, !l'As far as i'm concerned,' she said
aDd glared at him fiercely,

D. P.' ,,145

'Christ was just another

l"lrs. l'''lclntyre finally realizes that she, too,

is displaced.

At the end of the story,

~uizac

has been

accidentally killed:
She felt she was in some foreign country where the
people bent over the body ~ere natives, and sbe
watched like a stranger while
dead man was
carried eway in the ambulance.

ing

The last paragraph tells of her subsequent loss of the
farm and her health until at the end there is only the
priest who comes to talk to her.

But her realization

of her displacement, her estrangement, may be the
beginning of her wisdom.

ehe loses all her worldly

goods but has a chance to obtain something better.
~~s.

Bhortley also comes to an awareness that

she has been displaced.

~he

first section of the story

~~s.

bhortley,who is introduced as
14
"the giant wife of the countryside, • • .10 7 ohe is

is concerned with

followed by the peacock, whose ureed-like neck was

l45Ibid., p. ~94.

146Ibid ., p. 2~~.

l47~., p. 262.
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drawn back as if his attention were fixed in the dis
tance on something no one else could 8ee.,,148

The pea

cock has been shown as an ana10gue of Christ by Joselyn,
and Fitzgerald writes,
An unpredictable splenaor, a map of the un~verse,
doted upon by the priest, barely seen by everyone
else: this is a 4~tapbor, surely, for God1s order
and God's grace. l ~
In other words, the peacock is a sort of map of the
country of God's grace from which all of the characters,
whether or not they are aware of it, are displaced.

The

peacock is aescribed in these terms when he has jumped
into a tree before Mrs. bhortley:
She might have been looking at a map o~ the uni
verse but she didnit notice it any more than she
did the spots of Sky that cracked the dull green
of the t~e~. Bhe was having an inner vision
instead. 1 5U
~~s.

Shortley, that is, does not perceive God's grace

because of her preoccupation with herself.

bhe dislikes

and susuects Mr. Uuizac from the moment he arrives.
~

After all, she reasons, the Pole is from Europe, \-Jhere

~They never have advanced or refopm~d."151 At last,
because of Guizac's efficiency, ~~s. McIntyre decides

l4b L oc. c ~. t •
14'3-l!'~. t zgera 1 <1,
- £E.. 21::.-.,
t
p. ,./ABU
u.
150 u 'connor, ~hree
151Ibid., p. 27j.

£l

Flannery O'Connor, p. 267·
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to let the Shortley's go.

Mrs. Shortley discovers .this

and forces her husband ana two daughters to pack to
leave overnight in order to escape
being fired.

~he

They leave the farm just

disgrace of
a~

sunrise.

daughters and husband ask her wnere they are

goi~g,

Her
but

she does not answer; she is undergoing a new experience:
Fierce heat seemed to be swelling slowly and
fully into her face as if it were welling up now
for a final assaul~. 0he was sitting in an erect
way in spite of the fact that one leg was tWistea
under her and one knee was almost into her necK,
but there was a peculiar lack or light in her icy
blue eyes. All the vision in theml~~ght have been
turned around, looking inside her. )
Mrs. Shortley then is convulsed and becomes still.

her

family does not know what is wrong with her, for "They
didn't know that she had had a great experience or ever
been displaced in the world from all that belonged to
her.11153

But lVlrs. Shortley does realize her displace

ment now, as she lies dying:

II

. . . her

eyes like blue-

painted glass, seemed to contemplate for the first time
1 4
the tremendous frontiers of her true country.1I 5
So,
the displaced person of the title is not just Guizac,
but, in a deep sense, Everyman.
reach, as

~~s.Shortley

152Ibid., p.

279.

153 Ibid ., p. 280.
154 Loc • cit.

Some of her characters

does, a realization of their
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displaooment, but all of O'Connor's characters are
displaced, as Jacobson points out. 155 O'Connor uses a
very concrete type of symbolism in which the universal
theme of the story arises from a close attention to
details of time and place. 156 God, in her fiction,
confronts man through place; in this

w~',

then, O'Connor

is able to use place, country, to portray the souls of
her characters, and at last to show the country of God's
grace from which all men are displaced.

155Jacobsen, £E.

£il., p. 152.

156:Lou1s D. Rubin, Jr., "Flannery O'Connor: A
Note on Literary Fashions," Critique, I I (Fall, 1958),
18.

CHAPTER IV
"i'HE ROOTS OF THE EYE ARE IN THE HEART. II

The eyes of your understanding being enlight
ened; that ye may know what is the hope of his
calling, and~hat the riches of the glory of
his inheritance in the saints • • • •
Ephesians 1:18.
The Christian novelist's problem will be to
make these appear as distortions to an audience
which is used to seeing them as natural; and he
may well be forced to take ever more violent
mean9 to get his vision across to this hostile
audience • • • • to the hard of hearing you
shout, and for the almost blind, you draw large
and startling figures.
Flannery O'Connor,
liThe Fiction Writer and His Country/l
The spiritual sight of O'Connor's characters is
often portrayed through their physical sight.

By

descriptions of the characters' eyes and what they see,
.she dramatizes the spiritual
God's pursuit of man.

conflic~

which arises from

It is necessary to look at the

techniques which she used to embody her theme.
O'Connor's Christian visicn, as has been pointed out,
determines her fictional vision; she has said, "'l\rue
prophecy in the novelist's case is a matter of seeing
near things with their extensions of meanings and thus

:1

"
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of seeing for things close up.1I 1 57

Her fictional

intent, then, goes beyond a n8turalistic or realistic
attempt to portray a world that might be recorded by
camera and tape recorder.

O'Connor points out, that as

a Christian in twentieth-century America, she cannot
assume that her audience shares her beliefs, and coneludes that she must make her II • • • vision apparent by
shock--to the hard of hearing you shout, and for the
almost blind you draw large and startling figures.,,15 8
This statement goes far to explain her use of distorted
Friedman thinks that Il s he
transposes rather than reproduces reality.1l 1 59 In this
and violent characters.

transposition, however, she does not resort to "experi
mental ll syntax or form, anc., inc.eed, she has said,
"So-called experimental fiction always bores me. If it
looks peculiar I don't read it. 1l160 Gossett, commenting
on O'Connoris tone, writes,
The flat tone reflects a finely balanced objec
tivity which is never blurred by the woes of the

in

~he

15?F'lannery O'Connor, IIA Collection of titatements,"
Added Dimension, p. 252.

158 C 'Connor,·I:The Fiction \o/riter and His Country,"
in The ~iving ~oye!, p. 163.
159 r1il ton J. l!'riedman, IIIntroduct ion, II in The
Added Dimension, p. 11.
1600 'Connor, IlA Collection of Statements,1I in The
Added Dim~n§iog, p. 259.
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chBracter~l

justice. 1o

TheJ ask for sympathy and receive

'I'ne "flat tone" helps engender irony, such as that
observed in the passage cited above from liThe Enduring
Chill.

oj

Asbury had. asked for sympathy, from his !'Cother,

sister, the

~egroes,

and the priest; what Asbury gets

is both justice and mercy as a result of the ironic
undulant fever and the descent of the uimpla.cable"
spirit.

One should not construe the comment on trans

position of reality, however, to mean that her
disconnected from reality.

~ork

is

Hart writes,

The outstanaing virtue of Flannery O'Connor's
work, the one which shows her real promise to the
literary world • • • ic the strong sense of red
clay 16~lity underlying and reinforcing all her
work.
One has attempted so far.to show how O'Connor's 'Ired
clay reality," her use of location and

pla~e,

is turned

to the task of portraying the spiritual movements of her
characters.

It has been shown th8t her theme is God's

confrontation of man; one contends, therefore,

~hat

one

way in which she shows this confrontation is through
the locales of her

rict~on.

It has been said that the form of O'Connor's

161uossett,

£E. £it., p. 7~.

162Jane Hart, "Strange Earth, the Stories of
Flannery O'Connor," Q:~orgia Review, XII (Summer, 1~58),
216.
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fiction is

nei~ber

Actuall~,

talism.

of allegory.
Belt.

naturalistic realism nor experimen
b8r genre seems to be a special type

Bhe saia, liThe South is still tbe Bible

The Bible makes tbe absolute concrete; the

story ~riter also tries to make something concrete." 163
What sbe tries to m8ke concrete is spiritual drama.
Gordon says tbat ber

principl~

of fiction is

. . . , the fact tbat any goOd. story, no matter viben
it was written or in what language, or ~hat i~s
ostensible subject matter,. shows botb natural and
su~ern8ig~al grace operating in tbe lives of human
belngs.
Gordon's view indicates that, for O'Connor, tbe aim of
fiction is more then the reproduction of a social
reality.

Peden writes,

Miss O'Lonnor, in short, is basically an allegorist
or fantasist rather than a realist, although her.
stories are so securely rooted in specific time and
place as to seem as real as rain. bhe is in tbe
bightest sense a moralist working out of a preccn
ceived dogma, not a journalist or a scavenger
fumbling witb GOrb~c horrors and monstrosities for
their own sakes.

b,

This statement points out two linked
C'Connor's fiction:

facet~

of

first, ner allegorical and moral

intent; secondly, her abi!lty to create a solid location

bdded

163 0 'Connor, "A Gollect10n of Statements,H in The
p. 240. '

Dim~nsion,

~64Caroline Gordon, ".An American Girl," in 'llbe
Added Dimension, p. 128.
165peden,

££.

cit., p. 129.
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f or the act ion 01' her s"Gories. In liThe Enduring Chill, II
alluded to above, the

~alls

discolorea by water stains.

of Asbury's room have been
Some of theBe are Illong

icicle shapes,1l but "another leak had made a fierce
bird with spreaa wings • . • . tie had often had the
illusion that it was in motion and about to descend
11 166
mysteriously ••
It is th~s water stain which
becomes the vehicle for her depiction of the descent of
the Holy Spirit which climaxes the story:
The fierce bird wbich through the years of his
childhood and the cays of his illness had been
poised over his head, waiting mysteri~gR71y,
appeared all at once to be in motion.
~he

stain becomes the physical analogy for the Spirit's

descent upon the "frail, racked, -out enduring • •
Asbury.

.1/

As Duhamel says, "Her metaphors are constantly

of a kind wherein the vehicle sustains the interest in
the particular whereas the tenor suggests the univer
sal. tt16b ~oncerning O'Connor's over-all technique,
Hart bas written,
Flannery O'Connor follows rather closely Edgar
Allen Poels definition and dictates on the short

p.

93.

1660'Connor, Everything That ~~ ~ Converg~,
167 ~.,
I, ..
p.'114 •

16bDuhamel, liThe Novel'ist as Prophet, II in The
Added Dimension, p. 102.

at

story. There is un~fication of plot, setting, and
tlwe, anQQne Qood does seem to prevail throughout
a story.~6~
~any

of her stories occur in s twenty-four hour period

or less; for eX8mple, "The Artificial Nigger,lt ltJudgment
Day,

II

"Revelation," and "Everything That Ri ses I"lust

Converge."

Ir; ot:ers she takes longer, but her chrono

logical progression is almost always uniforOOy straigLt
forward, with some use of flash-back,
~nduring

Chill. 1I

8S

in liThe

Another asr:ect of her form is commented

on by Tate:
Her stories exhibit, eit~er in the title or in the
situation out of Which the action begins, a ~!
platitude: • . • the climax of the story explodes
the platitude. The characters speak nothing but
platitudes, and when evil nas done its work with
the platitUdes the result is a powerful irony
wnlch, though credely violent, is inherent in the
situati~~o not laid on as commentary by the
author,
This view may be amply illustrated; its interest at
this point is the remark about the "powerful irony"
which results from the explosion of the platitUde at
the story's climax.

The change, or conversion, under

gone by O'Connor's characters is ironically humorous
because of the distance, noted in the case of liThe
Enduring lihill,1I which has been discovered between the
169 Hart,

£E. £it., p. 221.
170Tate, ££. cit., pp. 48-49.
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c~CracGerst

illusions ane reelity.

Gossett

wr~tes,

of

these perverse characters,
They cannot be turned into oreer by mere reversal
but must undergo ~raDsformation . . • . Thus the
irony which she practices lS that. pf paradox
rather than simple contradiction. l/L
O'Connor's characters, then, are involved in situations
that involve more than just the illumination of
absurdity.

Her people are

core of their

la~a

the~r

open to the innermost

ASDury realizes not only the ridi

be~ng:

culousness of his posturing, but is purged by the
"enduring chill" of the Spirit's descent, and he will
be remade during the length 01 the "frail, racked, but
enduring

• • • " existence left to him.

These para

doxes and ironies are the culmination of O'Connor's use
of the particular, of character or setting, to suggest
the universal.

This is the basis of her

a~legory.

McCown comments,
The precise difficulty lies in the fact that,
although Miss O'Connor's charecters fulfill comflex
allegorical functions, they are in their own right
so passionately alive • • • that theilr,~llegor~cal
or symbolic mean~ng is lost sight of. I
Tnis study contenas, on the contrary, that in the bulk
of her work, O'Connor fuses her symbolic intentions

------1'-

I~Gossett,

17 2 Ro bert

£E.

£it., p. 80.

1'1. I"lcCown,

liThe Educat ion of a Prophet:
A Stuay of Flannery u 00nnor'sThe Violent Bear It
P.wa;y," Kansas !:1~zine, (1962),I>: tl .:5.
j
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the passionate portrayal of her characters in such

w~th

a way

t~at

they can not be separated, and

tha~

to see her symbolic intent will make the action
gratuitous.

failure
see~

Peden states,

Lil<: e DicKens and Faulkner, the best IlNew Got!J ic II

writers tend to employ physical abnormality,
exaggeration, and caricature to suggest the inner
nature of a character or to inaicate the essence
of an individUy~_WhO emboaie~ universal traits
and qualities. 13

l'I'i'_

I

l

~

,I

This is the use, already commented upon, of the farti
cular as

8

vehicle for the universal.

In "The Enduring

Chill," the priest whom Asbury has sent for is half
blind and half deaf.

The priest's frailty serves

simply to make him more terrible to Asbury.
priest

Wh~n

the

is talking to Asbury, "his one fierce eye

'"
:::ij
I"

inflamed," and Asbury squirms lias i1 he were pinned to
the bed by the terrible eye. 1l174

In this confrontation,

the priest's one eye SUddenly focuses on Asbury with
much more than the displeasure of the old priest;
Asbury is confronted by Jesus Whom he has been evading,
but

will have him in the end.

~ho

The visual sense is very important in OIConnor's
fiction.

Many of her characters reach the climax of

173 oPe d en, on. c 1.. t ., p. 8"\.).
-1740'conncr, h~ervthing That Rises Must Converge,
p.O
"
---•
1 7.

--

I

,I
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tbeir avoidence of
slght or

visio~.

Chris~,

as does Asbury, through some

AS DraKe states, that in u'Connor;s

fiction physical sight

of~en

symbolizes spiritual

vision. 175

This motif is proper to u'Connor:s theme,
the confrontation of man and Christ in th~ world. 176

Duhamel points out that the novelist·s Vision must be
double, keeping in simultaneous focus the particular and
the universal. l ?? In her fiction, u'Connor has several
types of vision.

First of all, there is her (the

writer's) vision, which foros and underlies the whole
story.

This vision becomes embodied in her narrator,

who is almost invariably one of the selective omniscient
type.

Secondly, there are tbe visions wbich ber charac

ters see, or, the spiritual sight wbich they exercise.
Thirdly, there is O'Connoris concentration on the
characters' eyes as a means of description and dramati
zation.

Mayhew has pointed out that, in U'Connor's

fiction, the characters' eyes symbolize their "fearful
vision,u 1 7 8 a use which touches on 'the question of

175Drake, Flannery uleonnor:

! Critical Essay,

, p. 28.
176 Ibi £., p. 17.
1?7 DUhS I!lel, liThe Novelist as Prophet,lI in The

Added Dimension, p.~O.
--
" 178 Rev • L~onarG_1'·. X. l"iayhev} 6 lIFla~ne~y 0' Connor-
A Tr~Dute," Espr~t, VIL.l. \..\-;inter, 1;;64), .?4-36.

,
"
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tech~ic;;ue.

(I'

Connor; s

stor~es

are told in a straight

forward style, the violence and grotesquery of her work
being all on the level of plot, character and setting,
rather than on a syntactical level.

Her remark that

experimental fiction borea her17~ makes it easy to see
that the peculiar qualities of fiction are engendered
more on the level of

the~e

ana plot than that of style.

To show the operation of Vision in her work at a techni
cal level, it isnecesBary to recall the vision which
underlies and informs her work at the thematic level.
Drake points out that behind her grotesquery lies a
concept of straightness, that is, her <Jhristian fai tb,180
so that her characters are haunted by a Vision of under-

III

::1

111<:.

III.

lying "straightness 'l which is negatively shown in the
violence of the events and scene of their lives.
Hawkes writes,
The constructed vision, the excitement of the
undersea life of the inner man, a language appro
priate to the delicate malicious knowledge of us
all as poor, forked, corruptible, the feeling of
pleasure and pain that com~s when something pure
and contemptible lodges in' the imagination--r
believe in t~el"singular and terrible" attraction
of all this. b
179 See note 160 above.
p. 23.'

180Drake, Planner~ OICO~:

! Critical Bs~,

181 John Hawkes, IlNotes on the \~ild G-oose Chase,"
!'lassachusetts Review, I I I (Summer, 1962), 788.
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h~ch

of the

~~auty

of 0 1 Connor's fiction is precisely

to portray lithe unC1ersea life of the inner man
she does

th~s

portrayal tnrough

"object~ve"

,II

and

means, that

is, throuGh action and setting, rather than through
"stream-of-consciousness ll technique.
her

onel~wentieth-centuryll technique

As Friedman shows,
is her indirect

interior monologue whicb preserves objectivity in its
syntax.

1B2

This technique may be illustrated in any of

the fiction so far
the best example

lS

pre~ented

from

IIA

in this study, but perhaps

Late Encounter ,With the

'1,1

Enerrny," for much of this story is told in indirect
interior monologue, particularly the last scene, in

.which

the blacK procession of the past overwhelms the

old general on the commencement stage.

To convey an

extended idea of the effect \oJhich O'Connor obtains

\~ith

this technique, one must reproduce an entire paragraph:
He was considerably irked by the hole in his
head. be had not expected to have a hole ~n his
head at this event.
~t was the slow black music
that had put it there and though most of th~ music
had stopped outsiC1e, there was still a little of it
in the hole, going deeper and moving around in his
tboughts, letting the ~ords he heard into the dark
places of his brain. He heard the words,
Chickamauga, Shiloh, Johnston, Lee, and he knew he
was inspiring all these words that meant nothing
to him. tie wonaered if he hed been a general at
Chickamauga or at Lee. Then he tried to see him
self and the horse mounted in the middle of a float

182.briedI:lan, "Flannery 0 I(;ODnor' s Sacred Obj ect s ,I.
in The Added
- Dimension, p. 1~6.
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full of pretty girls, being
downtown Atlanta. Instead,
stir in bis head as if they
themselves cut of place a~d
'I:his

lI

driven slowly through
the old ~ords began to
were trying t~ ~rench
come to life. 8

cons tructed vision " allO\·)s the reader to observe

the spiritual drama which the old man is suffering, out
the third person narration preserves a sense of objec
tivity which encourages the reader to consider the
description as authoritative.

The spiritual

is corullunicated through common language:
,hiS head" is not a

li~eral

exp6rie~ce

the "hole in

hole, but a breach in the

general's self-will which has been somehow 'effected by
the

II

slow blaCk mu sic . .

1/

The music ano words

stir him, stir his memories and do not allow bim to
focus his thoughts on the fallacies with which he has
corrupted himself; the pretty girls and the attention
which the old man desires are no match for a reviving
past.

The basis of this technique, as O'Connor uses

it, is the treatment of intangibles as though they were
concrete matters, enabling her- to render a concept of
spiritual experience very directly and clearly.

tier

bare, sparse syntax underscores the objectivity wnich
she seeks to obtain, ana

~~us

leads to a method of

understatement in portraying the inner life of her
characters.

----------

Duhamel observes, "; •• she wants to make

18?o'connor, Three ~ Flannery O'connor,
pp. 240-41.
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her readers see to tne
80,

"
~h~

.....,
OUuSlce.

11

184

esse~ce

01 things, not to stop

T 0 accomp l'lS h th'lS penetra
.
t'lon,

she uses metarhors which

combi~e

particular, the concrete ano tne

the

universa~

spiritua~.

and the

General

Sash's experience is presented in the kinesthetic image
of having an opening made in his head by the music
~hich

then enters and revives the past in the words

which "wrench themselves out 01' place and come to life. n
In this way, O'Connor is able to dramatize the crumbling
of the ola man's defenses against anything other than
himself--which are, Ultimately, his defences against
God.
In another of the stories in her first collec
tion, O'Connor makes extensive use of visual motifs,
relying on what the characters see to show the reader
what they feel.

This story, "'l'be Artificial l'ligger,"

begins with a scene in which the reader is introduced
to the theme of artifice and naturalness, reality and
illusion, through the scene that
wakes before daybreak.

~~.

Head sees as he

'l'be moon is reflected in the

old man's shaVing mirror, ana from tnis position, the
reflection observes the reality:

184Dubamel, "Flannery U' Connor I s Violent View of
Reality," The (Jatholic world, axe (February, 1960), 282.
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It gazed across tne raoa and out the window ~here
it floated over the horse stall and appeared to
contemplate itself wi~h the lopk of a young man who
sees his old age before him. 1o )
-This reversal, in which the illusion becomes the reality,
sets the tone for the story involving a denial of
reality by lVlr. Head, anc a subsequent de8per apprehension

'1"'1

of it.

I

O'Connor uses the motif of visual confrontation

to state the theme of illusion and reality.

As the

I

I

'I
"

moon is like a young man llseeing his old age before him,"
so is the story itself to be concerned with the rela
tionships bet\veen youth and age.

Hr.'

Head lives with

his young grandson, Nelson, and the story deals with
their relations as elder -and younger, as guide and
traveller.

~hey

are, in fact, compared to Vergil and

Dante, or haphael and
spiritual malady which
characters;

~obias.

~~.

torment~

Head suffers from a

many of u'Connor's

"• • • his physical reactions, like his

moral ones, were guided by his will and strongcharac
ter, and these could be seen plainly in his features.'~
Mr. Head is self-sufficient; but tbe course of the
story brings him to a realization of his insufficiency.
Be and

~elson

make a trip to the city where Nelson was

born, although he has lived in the country ever since

18~u'Connor, Three ~ Flannery O'Connor, p. 195.
Ib6 L ac.

Cl.°t •

':11

111:

"
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he w8s an infant.

Nelson's wain interest in the trip

is the fact that he has never seen a Negro.

On the

train to the city, a Negro walks'through their car, but
Nelson does not recognize him as a Negro.

Asked what

kind of man that was;

I

I

"A fat man, 11 Nelson said.
He \olas beginning to
feel that be had better be cautious.
"You don1t know 'tibat kind?" Hr. Head said in a
final tone.
"An old man,1I the Doy said and had a sudden
foreboding that he ~as not going to enjoy the day.
IIT~§7 was a nigger,1I Ilf-r • .neaa said and sat
back •

. Nelson is put out by his inability to recognize a Negro,
and accuses

~~.

tiead of misleading hlm by telling him

that Negroes are black, when this man was tan.
the journey,

~elson

But on

becomes aware that be is dependent

on his granafather, who keeps him from getting off at
the wrong stop ana knows many other things necessary to
survival in the Clty.

After reaching the city, the ola

man and the boy meander through it, and

~elson

is now

horrified, rather than proud, of haVing been born here.
Mr. tlead explains the sewer system to Nelson, and to
Nelson it seems lithe entrance to hell • • • " and he
knows IIfor the first time how the world was put together
in its lower parts. n188

Ib'lIbid., p.

---

197.

188 Ibid ., p. 204.

--

.Finally, the two get lost in

:1:1

J

1

1

"j

,:1

illl;
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the Negro

aistr~ct,

asks directions.
district,

and it is

8

frightened Nelson who

niter they get out of tbe Negro

~elson

goes to sleep on the pavement, and

f~ •

.head hides from bim.

has

bee~

waking up,

~elson

thinks he

abandonea znd dashes down the street, running

into a woman, knocking her Gown.

In the argument and

111'1

'I
1

I
'I

accusations which

follo~,

Mr. Head disowns Nelson,

"1'I'his is not rLy boy,1 he said.
before. 1,,189

II never se8n him

Tne denial outrages Nelson, shames 1"1r. head,

and prepares them

1 or

the climax.

.[VIr. Head IS trw i1.l and

strong character U have lailed. him, and he is now open
to the workings of
confrontation:
~he

~he

grace~

which occurs through a visual

two see a plaster Negro on one of

lawns which they pass.

point is summed up by

f~.

Headls state at this

~osse~t,

~~.

Head shUd.ders at the black future Which faces
him. His alienation from telson is an analogy ·for
tne abandonee condition of manl85d. provides the
occassion for an act of m~rcy. ~
The artificial Negro,

wh~ch ~~.

Heaa and Nelson confront,

is a sort of emblem for the human condition:
It was not possible to ~ell if the artificial
~egro were meant to be young or old.; he looked. too
m~serable to be either.
ne was meant to look
happy because his mouth was stretched up at the

18~Ibid., p. 209.
190Gossett,

£E.

cit., p. 88.

>1
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corners but th~ ch1ppea eye and the angle he was~l
cocked at gave him a wild look of misery instead.
Confrontation with this plaster emblem of human nisery
draws Nelson and Mr. Head once more together; the
plaster Negro's "\rJild look of oiseryll is a reflection
of tbeir own concition, whether they are young or old:

,~

"l'Ji.r. Head looked like an ancient child ana Nelson like

~"

a miniature old man. 1I192

rhsery binds all men, and

tbeir unity is reflected, also, in the image of the
moon that sees its reflection "with the look of a young
man \oJho sees his ola age before him.
~~.

II

1ielson and

Head now find their train home and escape the city,
-

Which, confronting them with a vision of hell, has
brought them closer together, and has given
Vision of mercy whicn he lacked before.

.writes,

iJ

~rr.

Heaa a

As Duhamel

there is no vision without passion,193 and this

connection of suffering with vision has made it
necessary for hr • .Head and l'lelson to suffer in the city;
as the l.'Jew 'l:estament snows, "whosoever will lose his
life for my sake, the same shall save it." (Luke 9:2L1-.)
Friedman quotes Mircea Eliade as follows:
191 0 I (Jonnor, ':L'hree £:l. Jflanner~, 0 I Connor, p. 212.
19 2L-oc. C1--,t; •
-- 19.?Duham.el, liThe Novelist as Prophet," in The
Added Dimension, p. 103.
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In other woros, io~ those ~no have a religious
experi~nce oil nature is capable of revealing
itsel~ as COSilllC sacrallty.
The £o~mos in its
entirety can become a hierophany. ~~
According to this view, then,

~elson's

and

v~.

Head's

I
I

confrontation with" the artificial Negro leads to a
confrontation with the sacred, which is only possible
through the fact of Mr. Head's self-reliance having

: l~
"

been broken down in his experience in the city.

What

'II~

"I

I

has happened in the city also gives a sort of renewal
to Iv"'.r. Head' s borne:

The t\vO arrive a t their home stop,

just as the moo~, restored to its full splendor,
sprang from a cloud and flooded the clearing with
light. As they stepped off, the sege grass was
shivering gently in shades of silver ana the
clinkers under tneir feet gliGtered with a fresh
block light. The treetops, fencing the junction
like the protecting walls of a garden, were darker
than the sky Which was hung with T~§antic whi~e
clOUdS illuminatea like lanterns.
.
In view 01 the extensive use which
violence and the grotesque

~o

O'~onnor

makes of

convey her Vision, and in

view of the critical emphasis which she places upon
these elements, it is necessary at least to point out
that such moments as the one cited do occur, however
rarely, in her fiction.

The world, here, as eVidently

undergone a restoration parallel to Mr. Head's.

It

l~Ll-Quoted in Friedman, "Flannery O'Connor's
Sacred Objects," in The Added Dioension, pp. 19'3-200.

1~50'00nnor, Three £y Flanne~ O'Connor, p. 213.

j
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will be reme2bered tnet 0herG is some parallel drawn
bet~ecn ~tr.

Head ann the woon in the first 01 the story

wherein the moon observes its reflection in the Old
man's shaving mirror, and that this image is repeated
when Mr. head and Nelson confront the

art~ficial

Negro.

Drake has called thlS type of description O'Connor's
"thoroughly sacramental il Vl.e\tJ of man and nature. lSi6
But it needs to be saia that not only is this a sacra
mental vision of a restored nature into which

~~.

Head

steps, but so is the confrontation 01 grace in such
objects as the "artificial nigger," because by this
confrontation grace is adwinistered.

Another example

is When Asbury ffOX receives a vision of grace through
the waterstain on his ceiling, thus making the

sta~n

sacramental.
O'Connor's use of eyes as a method of characteri
zation may best be approached by a brief consideration
of a story alreaCiy discussed.

t1parker's Back,/1 as one

recalls, this story in her last collection, deals with
a man who has marriea a woman who considers his wany
tatoos idolatorous.

~o

placate her, he has a new tatoo

applied to his back, one of a byzantine head of Christ.
It is the eyes that attract Parker to this particular

196Drake, Flannery O'Connor:
p. 42.

!

Critical §ssay,

':.1

"

1"lj

!I;~
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head:
He flipped the paGes q~ickly, feeling that wben he
re0ched tbe OLe ora8lnec~ 2 sign would COIT.e. he
continueG to flip through until he bad almost
reached the front of tne book. Un one of ~h$97
pages a pair of eyes glanced at him sWiftly.~

It is characteristic of O'Conner's fiction that
receives his sign from the eyes.

~arker

Parker flips past

1111

i il
"'I

tnis picture, but turns back to it Bnd finds it is
"the haloed bead of a flat stern Byzantine Gbrist with
all-der.landing eyes. ,,1':;18

lJ:his is, truly, the Christ,

who demands that his followers take up their cross and
follow him, the Christ vlbo, as Drake relates, lIis
finally the principal character in all
fiction.11199

~iss

O'Connor's

The effect on Parker is immediate:

his

heart begins "slowly to beat again as if it were being
brought to. life by a subtle power. \j2UO

Parker has

~his

confronted, and accepted, Ghrist.

is the point

wherein O'Connor most obviously departs from the
writers of "religious ll fiction:

.Parker's acceptance of

the "subtle power" slmply makes his life more painful
and difficult.

p.

This pain begins

~ith

the process of

--4 1970 , Connor, Everything ~hat Ris~ IVlust Converge,

c:.:; •

19 8 __
-d
Ib l_.,

p. 235.

199Drake, F'lagnery O'Conno"!"':

p. 255·

!

Critical Essay,p.17.

200 0 'Connor, Everything That Rises Must Conver~,

-
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~he

having the tatoo eppliea.
rarKer that he dces not

~ant

tatoo artist tells

all tbe mosaic blocks

reproduced,

II

features.

Parker immediately replies, "just like it

is or

II

,lust the outllne and some better

nothing.Il~Ol Tne obvious lmplication, bere, is

that the tatoo artist is suggesting that the pain and
difficulty of confronting unrist can be removed, but
Parker insists on having

i~

just as he received it,

with no modifications to suit the weakness of human
fleSh.

O'Connor, elsewhere, points out that few people

have stared at good
• • • long enough to accept the fact that its iace
too is grotesque, tbat in us the good is something
under construction. The Dodes of evil usually
receive worthy expression. The modes of good have
to be satisiied with a cliche or 90~moothing down
that will soften their real look.~
O'Connor does not tone down the reality of. good in her
fiction.

Parker obtains his tatoo.and, then, is

subjected to ridicule and persecution by his drinking
buddies and bis wife; and be comes to

reali~e

that

~Tbe

eyes that were now forever on his back were eyes to be
obeyed. ~,~03

iihe story enas with his wife's beating

-_.

20l Loc • cit.
2020'Connor, "1.. Collection of Statements,1I in
The Added Dimension, p. 228.
r'

p.

~~l.

203u'Connor, Everything That Rises Must Converge,

.

"11
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Parker with a brooD, because she considers the tatooea
Jesus, Which was to piease her, the final idolatry.
Parker accepts the beatlng without resistance:
Parker was too stunnea to resist. He sat there
and let her beat him until she had nearly knocked
him senseless and large wel~B,had formed on the
face of the tatooed Ghrist. 4

1'1'1'

~hus,

the wife's persecution of

~arker

becomes a perse-

cution of Christ, because of Parker's submission to
Christ as symbolized in the tatoo.
basic theme of the

s~ory

Gordon states the

regarding Parker's wife:

In this story in wnich there are no theological
references o~her than tt,ose which might be found
on the lips of "good country people,lI the aU"thor
has embodied that particular reresy which denies
Our Lord corporeal sUDstance. 2U5
Parker's wife insists that God is spirit and no one
shall see his face; her view denies the Incarnation, as
Gordon points out.

By his acceptance of the "all

demanding Byzantine eyes," Parker has put himself
forever beyond the borders

01

thlS earth.

~Irlis

story

illustrates the optimum meaning which eyes take in
O'Connor~s

fiction:

confronts man.

they become one means by which God

A contrasting use of eyes to indicate

spiritual state occurs at the end of llGood Country

204~
°d , p.
1, .
205 Gordon,

')i;ll

c.-r-r.

.t
£E. £!-.,

p. 1-·6
j.

:;:1
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2?eople. fI

.Aft e1.'

J·oy-Hulg~'

s a 'ct er.:lpt ed seduc-c ion of i;he

Bible salesman has resul-cGc in the theft of her artifi
cial leg, she turns her
the barn door ana. see

II

churning face ll to look out of

his bl.ue figure struggling
successfully over the green speckled lake. 11 206 2. ne
fl • • •

i

confusion into which Joy-Bulga is plunged
of her leg is
sight.

~maged

b~

the tneft

in tne sort focus of her eye

The suggestion is that,

despit~

her cynicism

and her Ph. D., Joy-Bulga can not see clearly.
In the title story of her last col18ction,
"Everything That Rises I"mst Converge, fI both the visual
confrontation motif and the use of eyes as characteri
zat~on

are prominent.

~his

story particularly fits the

statement that Meeker makes about O'Connor's fictional
intent, . Ivliss O'Connor has made it plain that like
11

Faulkner, she is often writing an inver-ced moral
allegory.u 20 7 In -ch~s story, O'Connor deals with a
secularized intellectual, much like As"bury in liThe
bnduring Chill,1l or Rayber or Sheppard in The Violent
BesE. It AwaJ. and liThe Lame Shall Enter First."

In

"Everything lJ:'hat Rises Nust Converge,

II

Julian lives

with his mother in a bouthern city.

Julian appears to

206 0 'Connor, Three ~ Flannery O'connor, p. 261.
207Richard K. T"Ieeker, liThe Youngest Generation
of Southern Fiction Writers, n in oouthern Hrit ers, p. 18'7.

,~

:'1
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love, but no~ UDGCrst2DQ~ nlS illotner.
Julian escorts hlS
Wednesd~y

~G~cer

evening, that

to reallcing

~he

~egro

~oman

c~asses.

On the

story takes place, the

mother wears a particuiarly ugly hat.
is a

~very weQne~cay

On the bus tnere

wearing en iaentical hat; Julian 11nds

this amusing because of bis mother's condescending
attituae toward Negroes.
Julian's mother attewpts

When they leave the bus,
~o

give the Negro's

~ittle

boy

a penny, and the woman, infuriated, deals her a fatal
blow.

Julian, not realizing that his mother is dying,

takes advantage of this opportunity to deliver hlS
mother a sermon on proper

racia~

attituaes:

"Don I t think that Ha,s just an uppity Negro woman,"
he sc:id.
"TIhat lIias the vJhole' colored race which
will no longer take your cOP8escending pennies.
That was your b~acK couble.~ ~
Julian is entirely unaware of the nature of the
experience which nis mother bas undergone.

~he

reaaer

is shown this experience through progressive descrip
tio~s

of the mother'S eyes.

"sky-blue • • •

8S

At the beginning, they are

innocent and untouched by experience

as tbey must have been when she was ten.

li

209

The

mother's spiritual state, that is, is one of child-like

208 0 'Connor, Everytl)ing That Rises r,ust Converge,

p. 21.

209Ibid., p. 4.
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iLnoceLce; but in the course of tbe story her innocence
is rebu:UeCi and destroyec..

un the bus J'ulian attecpts

to irritate his !Lother ana to sholt) his enlightenment by
trying to strike up

8

conversation with an elegant

Negro man who ignores him.

Julian's actions give his

mother's eyes a "battered 100k. 1l210
Julian's mother sees the

~egro

Then, when

woman wearing an identi

cal hat, and when she first, on the bus, attempts to
befriend the little

~egro'

boy, and is rebuffed, the

'bl ue 1.n
'
b. . er eyes seems to ,
.,'
oecome.
"a brul.sea

,

purp~e.

u

211

Finally, as she collapses after the Negro woman's angry
blow she is seen thus:
Her face was fiercely distorted. One eye, large
and staring, moved slightly to the left as if it
had become unmoored. ~he other remained fixed on
him, ra~f~ his face again, found noth~ng and
closea.
Julian's mother experiences evil for what is evidently
the first time, and it destroys her.

~his

progression

is shown through the techniQue of describing the effect
~f each crisis on the appearance of her eyes.

The last

description of her eyes at her death also contains an
ironic commentary on Julian, for his mother'S last

210!bid. , p. 1;5.
211 Ibid • , p.
--

17·

212~., pp. 22-23.
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sight of him Ilfound nothing and closed."

Parallel to

the exposure of his mother's innocence, this story also
exposes Julian's emptiness, but at the end there is,
perhaps, a bit of hope held out for him as he awaits
his lantry into the world of guilt and sorro\tJ.1I 21 3 For,
in the Christian terms of O'Connor's world, an
awareness of guilt and sorrow is the first step to an
awareness and acceptance of truth.

Thus, it is seen

how God's pursuit of man is portrayed through use of
sight and vision.

213Ibid., p. 23.

CHAPTER V

SYZYGY:

THE DOUBLED SELF

The heart of man is the place the devill
dwells in; .
Sir Thomas Browne, Religio Medici
Life is a pure flame, and we live by an
invisible Sun within us.
Sir Thomas Browne, ~ Buriall
The most subtle of O'Connor's fictional devices
is the employment of minor characters to embody
ing elements within
characters.

~his

~he

conflic~

personalities of the major

device of paired characters will form

the basis tor a detailed study of The Violent Bear It
Away.

There are several reasons why this novel is the

best of her works to use for a detailed study.
in this novel the theme of Christ
~light

IS

is treated in great detail.

First,

pursuit and manls
Secondly, the

various devices which she uses in her other works are
brought into a fuller play in The Violent Bear Il.Aw,ay.
with its fuller exploitation of her basic theme.
~hirdly,

its plot is much more cohesive than that of

Wise Bloed, her first novel, and the length of this
second novel allows her to make a much clearer, more
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positive statement of her
did in her short stories.

vis~on
~ne

of the world than she

plot of

~~~

It Away is boldly simple in its outlines:

Violent Bear
Francis

Mason Tarwater has been reared by his great-uncle, Mason
~he

Tarwater.

great-uncle took the boy from his

maternal uncle, Hayber, a materialistic and atheistic
schoolteacher who, also, has an idiot son, Bishop.
great-uncle has commissioned

~arwater

The

to do two things:

give him (Old Tarwater) a decent burial, and baptize

.Bishop.

The novel opens on the day that the great-

uncle dies.

~arwater

does not bury him but sets fire

to the house (the old man was horrified of cremation)
and sets out for the city to see his uncle

~ayber.

Tarwater is determined not to baptize Bishop and Rayber
is determined to convert

~arwater

instilled in him by the old man.

from the

fundamental~m

Tarwater resists

Rayber, and finally decides that the only way he can
avoid the urge to baptize Bishop is to

dro~n

him.

In

the act of drowning, Tarwater pronounces the baptismal
words despite himself.
the place

wn~re

He, then, flees for Powderhead,

his great-uncle brought him up.

0n the

way, he is sexually assaulted by a man who has given
him a ride.

On arrival at Powderhead Tarwater sees a

vision of his great-uncle among the blessed multitude,
purifies Powderhead with fire and starts back to the

27
city to begin his life as a prophet.

~bis

synopsis, of

course, does not do Bny sort of justice to the complex
ity of theme and device which constitute the bookis
value.

But it is well to have a clear idea of the

novel's outline before any analysis of its various
parts is

undertak~n.

Central to the book is O'Connor's use of charac
ters in paired opposites.

In O'Connor's fiction the

characters sUffer from conflicting Wills, from the
attraction of good and the contrary attraction of evil.
These spiritual conflicts are externalized by doubles
of the protagonist.

Voss writes, "The split in these

characters is delineated by the use of minor characters
representing different aspects of the dychotomy~2l~
This may be illustrated in Wise Blood:

When Haze

refuses to help Onnie Jay Holy, he gets a man who is
Haze's double to preach.
the country and kills him.

Haze follows the double into
oullivan comments that in

this act, Haze " • • • murders his double, the talse
prophet of his own false religion and therefore kills
that part of himself. 1I215
In astronomy, the term, syzygy, refers to the

214Victor Voss, "A Study in oin," Bsprit, VIII
(Winter, 1964), p. 61.
215Sullivan, 2£. c~t., p. 23~.
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points opposite

on~

another on a planet's orbit.

In

tnis study this term will be used to refer to the
chBracters which represent opposite tendencies in the
main characters of OIConnor's fiction.

In Jungian

psychology, this concept is also called the shadow.
While this study will in no way attempt to apply
Jungian canons to OIConnor's fiction, it will be help
ful at this point to quote a Jungianls aefinition of
shadow, or syzygy:

"

. . . tne

function of the shaaow

is to represent the onposite side of the ego and to
embody just those qualities that one dislikes most in
other people. ,,216

In The Violent Bear It' Awa~, Tarwater

is accompanied by a shadow or syzygy throughout.

This

figure is a personification of Tarwater1s rebellion
against what his great-uncle has taught him.

OIConnor

'Wrote in her preface to "lise Blood that "free will does
not mean one will, but many wills conflicting in one
man. "217 It will be seen that 'I'arwater l s dilemma is
that he has several wills which conflict; his uncle
hayber also suffers from a conflict of Wills, and he
and Tarwater are, in one way, syzygies Of each other.
Before taking up this tneme, however, it will be

216 M._ L . von Franz, "The Process of Individua
in
Man and His Symbols,.p. 173.
tion, "
21?Flannery OIConnor, Three £l flannery O'Connor,
p. 8.
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necessary to show Tarwater's
syzygy,

~he

I'friend," who

~reat-uncl~'s

figure, as

death.

rele~ionship

apP~8rs

Most of the

~tel~zmonn wr~tes,

to

h~m

to his main

af.ter the

cr~~~cs cons~cer tn~s

to be a voice within

~arwater.2l8 Gosset~ s~ates this most clearly:

"The

split within young Tarwater's personality between the
godly and the satanic is

vo~ced

as an internal debate

between the boy and a stranger."21~

The debate starts

immediately after old Tarwater;s death at the breakfast
table.

The old man has commenced Tarwater to bury him

correctly, and the voice of the "stranger ll comes in as
Tarwater faces this necessity.
~arwater's

At first, the vo~ce is

own, but as the novel progresses, the

stranger becomes more and more cistinct from Tarwater.
0ld Tarwater had told the boy many
~as

t~mes

how

luck~

he

to have been rescuea from Rayber:
"You were born into bondage and baptized into
freedom, into the death of the Lord, into the
death of the Lord Jesus Christ" • • • 22~esus is
the bread of life,1I the old man said.


But Tarwater was never Wholly convinced by the old
prophet's rhetoric, and has always had,
218-·~te 1 tzmann, OPe c~t.,
.
p. 11 • See also,
:Friedman, I, Introduct ioIi";1I InThe Add ed Vimension, p. 27;
DUhamel, "'llhe Novelist as Prophet," in The Added Dimen
~, p. 95; Walter, £E. cit., p. 9.
2191~
uosse tt"

-t
£E. £l:.-.,
p. 01
;I
•

220 o 'Connor, iJ..'hree ~ J?lanner;y O'Connor, p. 315.
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In the darkest, most private part of his soul,
hanging upside down like a sleeping bat, • • • the
certain, undeniable knowledge ~~at he was not
hungry for the bread of life. 2
This knowledge soon takes shape in the stranger, who is,
at first, Tarwater talking to himself:

'The dead are
poor,' he said in the voice of the stranger. 1I222 But
II

soon the stranger is speaking in rather long monologues,
and is "digging the grave along with him now • • • • ,,223
As a matter of fact, the stranger soon takes a visible
form:
Tarwater didn't answer. He didn1t search out
the stranger's face but he knew by now thet it was
sharp and friendly and wise, shadowed under a stiff
broad-brimmed panama hat that obscured the color of
his eyes. He had lost his dislike for the thought
of the voice. Only every now and then it sounded
like a stranger's voice to him. He began to feel
that he was only just now meeting himself, as if as
long as his uncle had li~2a, he had been deprived
of his own acquaintance.
The function the stranger immediately takes is that of
an iconoclast.

The boy is becoming. aware, after the

old manls death, of all the doubts and misgivings he
has had about the prophetic role for which the old man
has trained him.

The stranger takes these doubts up

221 Loc • cit.
222 Ibid ., p. 317.

--

223Ibid., p. 323.

--

224 Ibid ., p. 324.
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and in speaking them objectifies them.

Many critics

treat this stranger as a devil figure.

Walsh writes

that O'Connor's devils are embodiments of evil that
lies within the charccter. 225

Tarwater, now making

IIhis own acquaintance," is beginning to ccntact evil
within himself which has been previously suppressed.
The stranger heckles

~arwater:

Look at the big prophet, the stranger jeered, and
watched him from tbe shade of the specklea tree
shadows. Lemme hear you prophesy something,._Tbe
truth is the Lord ain;t studying about you. 220
All of Tarwater's doubts about his mission are surfacing,
and Tarwater is undergoing temptation from a devil that
has risen from within his own mind.

Of her devil,

O'Connor writes:
In my stories a reader will find that the devil
accomplishes a good deal of ground work that seems
to be necessary before grace is effective.
~arwater's final vision could not have been brought
off if he hadn't m~~7the man in the lavender and
cream-colored car. 2
The "man in the lavender and cream-colored carll is the
person who sexually assaults 1J.'arwater as he, is making
his way back to Powderhead after the drowning-baptism
of Bishop.
harangues

This figure is related to the stranger who
~arwater

225Walsh,

throughout the novel.

££.

As Voss

cit.; p. 120.

226u'Connor, Three ~ Flannery O'Connor, p. 325.
227 0 'Connor, "A Collection of Statements," in
The Adde~ Dimension, p. 229.
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1,li:i:'ites, "Tar\.;ater's '1'riend' is incarnated in a
'familiar-looking' homosexual who assaults the boy.n 228
This same figure is present when Tarwater drowns Bishop.
The boy and Tarwater are in a boat, but they are not
alone:
By his side, standing like a guide in the boat, was
his faithful friend, lean, shadow-like, who had
counseled him in both country and city.
Make haste, he said. Time is like money and 229
money is like blood and time turns blood to dust.
Tarwater's syzygy urges him on toward the drowning of
Bishop.

In his first encounter with his syzygy he was

unable to see the color of his eyes, because they were
hidden by the shadow of the syzygy's "stiff broadbrimmed panama hat."

Now, he reaches the climax of his

relationship with Bishop, and the syzygy is more fUlly
revealed.

Tarwater sees the figurets eyes, and. is

llstartled to see that in the peculiar darkness, they
were violet-colored, • • • and fixed on him with a
peculiar look of hunger and attraction. n230 Here,
Tarwater is face to face with the devil that dwells in
men's hearts, the devil which is urging him to drown
Bishop in order to escape the compUlsion ·to baptize him.

228Victor Voss, "A Study in Sin," Esprit, VIII
(Winter, 1964), 61.
229 0 'Connor, Three £l Flannery O'Connor, p. 431.
23 0 L·oc. c~. t •
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However, Tarwater involuntarily speaks the words of
baptism as he drowns Bishop, and so the boy is baptized
after all.

This is reminiscent of OIConnor's statement

in the preface to Wise Bloo£ to the effect that hazel
Motes was Christian in spite of himself and that his
integrity lies in his inability to avoid Christ. 231
Similarly, it is conceivable that Tarwater's integrity
lies in his inability to refrain from baptizing Bishop,
even as he is drowning him at the behest of an

in~ard

aevil.
Tarwater is not
drowning, however.
"in the flesh l

!

r~d

of his syzygy after the

As indicatea,2 3 2 he meets his devil

as he is returning to Powderhead.

He

first rides in a truck, but the driver puts the boy out,
because he can not understand his

ramb~ings.

~hen,

Tarwater continues the journey on foot, and, as he walks
along, Oleonnor uses her third person internal
technique to present the

spir~tual

monologu~

conflict' which the

boy is experiencing, rendered in terms of the concept
of

spir~tual

II

coun try.lI

Tnus, as Tarwater walks along

the road, he sees the "clear gray borders of the countr,y

231Ibid., p. 8.
23 2 8ee note 227.
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he had saved himself from crossing into. 11233
country is

Tnis

from his daily sight but present to
,,234
his inner eye thet remained rigidly open,
IIh~dden

...

Here again, Tarwater is confronted by the spiritual
world ir. spite 01 himself; just as he was unable to
keep from baptizing Bishop, he is unable to close his
inward sight against the spiritual country of Christ.
This is a. country under the "bleeding stinking mad
shadow of Jesus, • • .
to his

O\oJn

II

\vhere l:;le would. be "lost forever

inclinations ... 235

'Tarwater' s attitude seems

to be that which is embodied, as well, in George
MacDonald's statement: "The one principle of hell is-
'I am my own 1'11 2 36 The argument of his syzygy alVJays
centers upon this retention of "his oVJn inclinations."
On this walk back to Powderhead, Tarwater becomes aware
of another syzygy:
Beyond the glare, he was aware of another figure, a
gaunt stranger, the ghost Who had been born in the
wreck and Who had fancied himself destined at that
moment to the torture of prophecy. It was apparent
to the boy thet~?his person, who paid him no atten
tion, was mad.c~1

23'u ' Connor, Three !?.;i ~'lannery O'Connor, p. 434.
'''"4
c~
Loc. C~ t.

-

--

235 Ib~d.,
.
.
pp. ~34-~j5.
23 6 0 • S. Lewis (ed.), Geor~e MscDonald:An
Anthology, p. 105.
2'70'~onnor, Th~ ~ Flannery O'Connor, p. 435.
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~arwater

was born in an auto wreCk wnlch resulted in

the death 01 his unmarriea

mo~ner,

and up to the tlme

of his temptation by nlS syzygy, Tarwater believed his
great-unCle's cleln tnat he woule grow up to be a
prophet.

Now, thlnking that he nas savee himself from

entering the country

01

beller and prophecy,

~arwater

percelves another syzygy, an externalization of hlS will
toward belief.

Tarwater has accepted enough of what

his devil and his. uncle Rayber have taught him to be

.able

to consider any tendency

to~ard

belief to be

insane, but he has not won the total victory over
belief which he thinks he has.

AS bt. Paul wrote, "the

preaching of the cross is to them that perish foolish
ness • • • • 11 (I Cor. 1:18.)

And Tarwater has not

completely escaped the cross, though he considers it
foolishness.

Eventually, he reaches a roadside store

close to his home.

~he

woman who works there knows him

and has heard that he burned the house at Powderhead.
As she reprimands him for this arson, Tarwater replies:
"He opened his mouth to overwhelm the woman and to his
horror what rushed from his lips, like the shriek of a
u2
bat, was an obscenity he had overheard once at a fair. ;8
Tarwater has come under the influence of his syzygy so

23 o o 'Connor, Three £l Flannery OICO~, p. 4,7.
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much that he is capable of shocking himself with the
evil which is within him.
Tarwater obtains a ride
been following

n~m

Alter he leaves the store,

\H tn

the "stranger" who has

throughout tne novel.

there is "a sweet stale odor • •

.11

In the car

and there cloes I'not

seem enough air to breathe freely.11 2 39
gives him drugged whiskey and a cigaret.

The

Il

s tranger"

After he has

passed out, the young man pulls the car onto the side
road that leads to Powderhead and assaults him.
Tarwater'S uncle Rayber nas earlier made him a
present of a combination corkscrew and bottleopener, an
item which apparently represents, as a rather low-keyed
symbol, the devices by which man attempts to fortify
himself by his own efforts.

At the very least, the

corkscrew-bottle opener stands as a token from the
atheist Rayber.

Tarwater's seducer steals this:

In about an hour, the stranger emerged alone and
looked furtively about him. ne was carrying the
boy's hat for a souvenir and also the corkscrew
bottleopener. his delicate skin had acquired a
faint pink tint as if he had refreshed himself on
blood? he got qUickly into his car and sped
away.240
The obvious allusion to vampirism indicates that.the
stranger fed on Tarwater's very substance, that the

23':/lbid. , p. 439.
240 Ibid • , p. 441.
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as if while he was asleep, they had been lifted out,
scor'ched, ana dropped

beCK

into

-

bi~

bead.

II

244

'lar\oJater's

sight has been purified, and as he walks through the
burning wood s to Powderhead, he finds tha t, llIt vJas the
road

ho~e,

ground that had been 1amiliar to him since

his infancy but now it looked like strange and alien
country."

245

He has sUltered what Gossett refers to as

the violence which by prOVing that evil exists implies
the existence of gOOd. 246

Tnus, the country in which

he has been brought up seems llstrange and alien ll to
Tarwater, because he has accepted citizenship in that
other country; he has crossed the

II

c l ear gray borders l1

of the country under the shadow of Jesus.
syzSgy had early denied the

real~ty

Tarwater's

of evil.

In the

debate about burying the great-uncle, the stranger
tries to convince him to be self-sufficient, and
Tarwater replies:

"Jesus or the deVil, the boy said.

,247

The stranger's reply is based on ,what MacDonald said is
the first principle of hell:
~o no no, the stranger said, there ain't no such
thing as a deVil.
.1 can tell you that from my own

244 , .'
1,,,
1
~.,
p. ~.l.

2451bid., p. 442.
246

Gossett, Ope

ci~.,

p.

92.

2~70'00nnor, Three ~ F~annery O'Connor, p. ~26.

assault was really splritual, as well as sexual.
~teltzmann

states the

si~nificance

02 this event:

. . . for the first time in his life Tarwater
recognizes the nature of thlS stranger whose sweet
smell is identical with that of ~he evil driver
• . . ,. S~tan him~elf2~1 the author of the
temptlng lnner VOlce.
This experience shocks ana purifies Tarwater. Ferris
points out that the assaul1j on Tarwater is " an image 01'
what he bas done to himself, •

.. 242

That is, by his

evasion of Christ, Tarwater has brutalized himself
spiritually, and this physical assault snacks him with
a realization of the depths to which he has sunk.

After

he emerges from his orugged state, he sets fire to the
woods as an act of purificatl0n.

Uld

Tarwa~er

told

Rayber that liTHE PROPHET I RAISE UF OUlJl 0]' r,['HIS BOY
WILL BURN YOUR EYES CLEAN.1I 243

Rayberis problem is that

he is spiritually blind; the great-uncle intended
Tarwater to be a prophet to purify Rayber's sight.
hoy/ever, Tarwater's sight had to 'be purifled.
wakes up in

th~

Firs~

When he

wooas, his eyes look "small and seedlike

241 Ste 1 tzmann, £2. Clt.,
. ' p. lA/.
242Surnner J. Ferris, liThe Outside and the Inside:
!lanne:;y O'Connor's ~~_Yiole;}t BeaE It Away"'," Critique,
~II (Wlnter, bprlng, ~~bU~O. See arso, Voss, ££.
cit., p. 62.
j';)2.

24 30 'Connor, Three, ~ Flanner~ O'Connor, pp.

391
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selr-exnerience. I know tnat for a fect.
It ain't
J"esus or the aevil.
It':2 Jesus or you. 248
Here, one sees that the stronger is attempting to con
vince 'l'ar\oJater that "he is his own.
is the fact that

th~s

cevil tries to convince him that

devils do not exist, and adds,

ll\~here

I haven't heard it. 1l249

the Lord?

Of further import

If

is the voice of

Tne reasoning is

that, if evil spirits do not eXist, neither do good
ones, and the voice

or

tne Lora is an hallucination.

But the devil goes too far, and in assaulting Tarwater,
conVinces him of the reality

or

ev~l.

This conviction

pushes him back within earsnot of the voice of the Lord.
'I'here is, yet, a final vision for

Tar\~ater

wnich con

cludes the novel, but one must first clarify Tarwater's
relationship to his uncles, the one a

propn~t

and the

other an atheist.
Tarwater and Rayber appear to be syzygies of
each other:

Tarwater has

witn~n

him the strain of

scepticism incarnated in the "stranger," and Rayber has
within him an irrational love for bis idiot SOD, BiShOp.
th~s,

b'riedman recognizes

suggesting that Tarwater and.

Rayber may be as 0ppos1ng parts of one personality.2 50

248 Loc • cit.

-- --

~·7·
c:. •

2 4 9--2:.S!...,
Ib " p.

~

250Friedman, "Flannery 0 I Connor's Sacred Objects,1l
in The Added Dimension, p. 202.

--

-
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While the ma1n conflict of the novel centers around
~arwater's

r8sistance of the old man's order to baptize

BishOp, the problem of love is very important, particu

larly for hayber.
influence of old

rtayber has also been under the
~arwater,

as the old man kidnapped him

when he was seven years Old, took him to Powderbead in
the woods, baptized him and began. to rear
prophet.

him as a

Rayber's parents retrieved him and later be

turned against old Tarwater1s teachings, at last
becoming a complete materialist.

At one point, his

great-uncle had stayed with the adult Hayber, but left
in disgust when he found that Rayber was only interested
in him as a sociological phenomenon.
time when his great-uncle took

It was at this

~arwater

to "raise him

up" to be a prophet to burn Rayber;s eyes clean.
old Tarwater died, the younger

~arwater

After

set fire to the

house, thinking the old man's body to be in it, and set
out for the city and Rayber.

Rayber is overjoyed to

see him, thinking he can talk him out of what the old
man taught him and make him a useful citizen.

But

hayber has not completely eradicated the teachings of
old 1J:arwat er; as I'lcCown writes, "there 'Were st ill in
him the twisted roots of faith.,,25 1 This remnant of

251Robert N• .l'JicCown, "The Education of a Prophet:
Study of Flannery 0 Connor's The Violent Bear It A\VSY,II
Kansas Ma~azine, 1~62, p.·74. -------
~D..

-------

I
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faith is, perhaps, made most explicit in Rayber's
attitude towsrd his retardea son.

Hayber is very

aware of the dualism of his personality:

~ell

"Rayber felt

afflicted with a peculiar chilling clarity of mind in
which he saw himself divided in two--a violent and a
rational self. 1I252
to his son.

The violent self is the one related

In a park reminiscent of

Rayber is overcome with emotion:

Po~derhead,

"Without

~arning

hated love gripped him and held him in a vice.

his

He

should' have known Detter than to let the child onto his
lap ... 2 53

The reason that Rayber resists this love for

Bishop is that it is an irrational and powerful feeling,
the implications of

~hich

built materialism.

~his

woule overturn his carefully

upsurge in the park reminds

Rayber 01 an incident in which he tried to drown Bishop
in the ocean, but was unable to go through with it when
" • • • he bad a moment of complete terror in which he
envisioned his life without the child. 1I254

Ironically,

what Hayber has done is to perform a baptismal rite with
the exception of the words.
appropriate to baptism:

His posture was even

as he immerses the child face

up, Rayber does not look down,
25 2 0 I Connor, ~.'nr~
w
253 r 'b'd
1. . , p. 3vb.
254 l.b~<1.,
' ,p. :AI-JO
~U;.l.

II.

•

•

E.:l. ~'lanner;y

but u,p , at an
0' (;onn~r, p. 387.
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iillperturbably witnessing sky, not qUlte blue, not quite
white. ,,255

'l'hat is, heaven witnesses this bapti sm

which is as unintentional as the one that takes place
when Tarwater succeeds in drowning Bishop.
act is really a completion of

Haybe~'s,

Tarwater's

for Tarwater is

successful at both the drowning and the baptism.
Later, Rayber takes both Tarwater and Bishop to
a

l~keside

Bishop.

resort, and it is here that Tarwater drowns

While at this resort, Hayber goes for a drive

with Bishop and suddenly finds himself on the road to
Powderhead.

In this scene, Q'vonnor applies the third

person internsl monologue. technique to

~ayber

and lays

bare his love:
He bad known by that time that his own stability'
depended on the little boy's presence. He could
control his terrifying love as long 8S it had its
focus in Bishop, but if anything happened to the
child, he would have to face it in itself. T~en
the whole world would become his idiot Child. ~b
Rayber was unable to drown him, because Bishop gives
bim a means of containing the love which

wou~d

wise overwhelm both bim and bis materialism.

other

Rayber

has practiced a form of asceticism throughout his life,
denying the love which threatens him by focusing it

.entirely

on Bishop.

Old

2 5 'Ibid., p. 388.
2561.bid., p. 410.
--

~arwater

threatened to make
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Tarwater into a
clean."

proph~t

wnich would "burn Hayber's

ey~s

Rayber is last seen as he realizes that Bishop

has been drownea, and he braces himself for the,pain
which he expects:
He knew with an instinct as sure as the dull
mechanical beat of his heart th8t he had baptized
the child even as be drowneahim, that he was
headed for everything the old nan had prepared him
~or, that hemove~ ?If now through ~he ?~ack
257
10rest toward a vlolent encounter wlth hlS fate.
Rayber understands, even though he nas not actually
witnesse6 the drowning but has only heard bishop bellow,
because he contains within himself
toward prophecy.

~arwaterJs

same urge

The difference is that Hayber has been

successful in suppressing hls urge.

Hayber braces

himself for the pain whlch ne expects, now that the
focus of his love, biShOP, has been removed, but it does
not come:

"He stood lightheaded at the window and it

was not until he realized there would be no pain that
he collapsed. u258

Rayber1s final spiritual state is

not depicted, but as McCown observes, his eyes have
been 'burned clean,lI and he must either accept or reject
grace because he is no longer able to avoid it through
Bishop.259

In the long short story which is a later

257Ibid., p. 423.

25 8 L oc. c l't •
-- -259lVlcCO\.m, liThe Educat ion of a Prophet: A Study
i,n l:;l~nnery(),'Connor "s The Violent ~ It AVlay, II Kansas
MagaZlne, 1~b2, p. 77.
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reworking of

th~s

theme ("':Cne Lame Shall Enter :First h),

Sheppard, who plays the same role as nayber, comes to a
fuller realization of grace:
He rSheppar~ had stuffed h~s own emptiness with
good'works like a glutton. ne had ignored his own
child to feed his vision of himself • • . .
A rush of agonizing love for tn~ ahild rushed over
him like 5 transfusion of life. 6
This is a much clearer reception of grace than that
accorded Hayber.

~he

effect, naturally, is to focus on

Sheppard, rather than on hUfus, who plays the Tarwater
role in this story.

ThUS, in

~'he

yiole£! Bear It Away,

OIConnorls emphasis is on the prophet, and in "The Lame
Shall Enter ltirst,"
redempt~on

~t

is on the materialist.

Sheppardls

is the promise of the possibility of redemp

tion to a secular world, whereas Tarwater1s

redempt~on

is that of one brought up in a prophetic tradition.
The thematic center of

Th~

Violent Bear It

is a sermon preached by a girl evangelist.
and

Tar~ater

Awa~

Both Rayber

hear this sermon, Tarwater from the

audience, and Rayber from a window.

This child

evangelist may be seen as a pure embodiment of the love
which torments both Rayber and Tarwater, and so she is
a sort of syzygy for eaCh of them.

Clarke finasthat

the core of the novel is a struggle for Tarwaterls soul

p. 190.

260olConnor, Everything That Rises Must Converge,
-- - -
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The child's sermon is a condensed and powerful version
of the gospel which haunts not only
Rayber, as well.

Tar~ater,

but

Jeremy analyzes the book in terms of

the language used by Rayter, Tarwater and old Tarwater,
and finds,
Actually what the boy acbieves in his language is a
kind of synthesis 01 tne IT.ethoGs 01 the rival
uncles. tie puts the abstract, philosophical ideas
that Rayber ensnr~nes in vague and gener81~zed
language2~~~0 the concrete idiom of the old uncle's
d.~alect.

But at the end of the novel, Tarwater succumbs

co~-

pletely to the old man's values, ana actually througnout
the book holds Rayter in the greatest scorn.
point, when Rayber in his

despera~e attemp~

the boy, offers Tarwater an airplane ride,

At one
to reform

~arwater

informs Rayber that he and the old,man went up in a
plane

a fair, and adds, "I wouldn't give you nothing
for no airplane. A buzzard can fly.1I 2 63 And when
81:;

~arwater

is going back to Powderhead, he uses an

obscenity "like a bat," to revile the woman who has
verbally attacked him.

Tarwater's language has been

261 John J. Clarke, "The Achievement of Flannery
O'Connor,1l Esprit, VIII (Winter, 1964), 7.
262 Sister Jeremy, I1The Violent Bear It A\vay: 'A
Linguistic Education," Renascence, XVIr"(FaTI,--rJ64),

1,.

263o'Connor, Three ~ Flannery O'Connor, p. 406.

1(6

affected by the Ilstranger ll and not by his uncle Rayber.
however, the descript ion which J-eremy makes of Hayber' s
language is helpful, and this approach may be extended
in order to unlock the significance of the child's
sermon in the overall structure of the novel. 264
While at the lake, hayber takes Tarwater fishing
in a boat and maKes a concentrated verbal assault on
In an internal monologue, U'Connor illumi

~arwater.

nates Tarwater's spiritual

s~ate

as he struggles witn

his impulse to baptize Bishop;
It was a strange waiting silence. It seemed to
lie all around him like an invisible country whose
borders he was alwa y s _on the edge of, always in
danger of crossing.~b5
~arwater

feels in continuous danger of crossing into

the country of God's will, with which he

~s

confronted

at every turn,
From tine to time as they had-walked in the city,
he had looked to the side and seen his own form
alongside pim in a store window, transparent as a
snakeskin. 2b6
264Richard Weaver, in the first chapter of The
Ethics of Rhetoric, divides rhetoricians into three-
categories: IJ:'ne IInoble lover ll who persuades for good
ends, the II b3se lover ll \.;bo persuades for bad ends ,and
tne i'non-lover ll \oJho attempts to be objective. uld
Tarwater \vould fit the first category, the lIstranger'l
the second, and Hayber the last. ~ayber's problem
arises in that, as weaver puts it, II neuter discourse is
a false idol • • • ," p. 24.
~5

o Connor, 'l'hree .2l.
I

266Loc • cit.

~'lanner;y
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Connor, p. j~8.

Ie?
That

lS,

~arwater

sees a syzygy, or shadow, of himself

alresay in that other country ruled by 'the
stinking med shadow of Jesus. 1I
lOOk at Bishop,

II.

•

•

Ii

Oleeding

Il'arwater can not even

for the silent country appeared

to be reflected again in the center 01 his eyes. I't
stretched out there , limit less and clear. ,, 26 7 IIhe
country is

It

silent," bec ause onc e 'l'arwat er ent ers it,

there will be for him an end to debate, as he will then
be a prophet of the

~ord.

~he

fact that the country is

reflected in Bishop's eyes =einforces the fact that the
directive to baptize him has emanated from that "silent
country, II and, once 'Ilarwater has performed the baptism,
he will have irrevocably crossed those borders.

Tarwater

has been kept free from this crossing by the voice of
his syzYg:J:

"He woule have fallen but for the wise

voice that sustained him--the stranger who had kept him
company while he dug his uncleis grave. 268 The syzygy
11

has kept

~arwater

from following old

~arwater's

orders

by urging him not to act on his feelings, but to demand
a sign from the Lord.

And then he tells Tarwater,

further, that the strange. hunger which Tarwater has been
feeling is not a sign, but only worms.

26'1 Loc • cit.
268 1bid ., pp. j~8-j99.

This hunger is

le8
partially due to the unnourishing and unappetizing food
which Rayber has given him, but there is a larger
significance to it:
Since the breakfast he had finished sitting in the
presence of his unciels corpse, he had not been
satisfied by food, and his hunger had become like
an insistent silent force inside him, a silence
inside akin to the silence outs~de, as if the grand
trap left him barely an inch to move in'2gP.rely an
inch in which to keep himself inviolate. ~
So, the

unsatisfiabl~

hunger Which Tarwater feels is

the inner counterpart of the country which he sees in
reflections and in Bishop's eyes; and, as shown earlier,
place becomes an image of the soul.
apply here:

"Blessed are they which do hunger and

thirst after righteousness:
(Matthew

5:~)

The words of Jesus

for they shall be filled."

Tarwater is filled, as will be seen in

the consideration of
before he can satisfy

th~
h~s

final pages of the book.

But,

hunger, Tarwater must deny

his urge to "keep himself inviolate. 1I

Montgomery

states Tarwater's dilemma Clearly,
• • • to baptize the child is to be enslaved to his
Uncle and the terrible Christ that haunts him
for Adam's sin; to drown the child is to become
enslaved to his immediate uncl~, an environmental
determinist, ana to that more terrible devil whose
name is Nada wno a~t in Nada, as a famous Northern
writer has put it. (0
~reat

269Ibid., p. 3~9.
270Marion Montgomery, "'l'he Sense of Violation:
Notes toward a Definition of 'Southern' Fiction,"
~eorgiaRev1ew, XIX (Fall, 1~o5), 281.
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Prior to going upon the lake,
Rayber eat lunch.

~arwater

and

Tarwater eats six baroecued sand

wiches and drinks three cans of beer, as though he were
Ilpreparing himself for a long journey or for some
action that would take all his strength. n2 'l1

Unce in

the boat, with Bishop left ashore, Hayber confesses to
Tarwater that he once tried to drown Bishop.

Tarwater

replies, '" You didn't have the guts, • • .'

'He always

told me you couldn'~ do nothing, couldn't act. ,,,272
The "he

II

is old Tarwater, the prophet who has shaped

the lives of both Hayber and Tarwater.

~ayber

continues

his assault on Tarwater by attempting to explain to the
boy that he might be influenced by unconscious motives,
and receives this reply:
"I never came for no school lesson," the boy
said rUdely. "I come to fish. ~ ain1t worried
what my underhead is doing. I know what I think
when I do it and when I get ready to do it, I don't
talk no word.s. I do it. n2 ?3
Tarwater, here, states a doctrine of action, not of
scientific knowledge.

He has just accused Rayber of

not having enough guts to drown Bishop and is here
implying that, unlike Rayber, he does have the courage

27 l 0 'Connor, Three ~ ~lannery O'Connor, p. 402.
27 2--L.,
r 'b . d
p. 407~.

2?3!.lli., p. 405.
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to act.

Hayber continues to attack superstition snd

...

state his humanistic creed, finishing, II'My guts
are in my head.,n 2 74 In other words, Hayber places all
his

fa~th

intellect.

in reason and in the operations of the
As Jeremy points out, Rayber fears inco

herence, because it will force him to recognize the
mystery which lies beyond the province of reason. 275
Lewis

discusses the false idol of neuter discourse:

The head rules the belly through the chest--the
seat, as Alanus tells us, of Magnamity, • • • It
may even be said that it is by tnis middle element
that man is man: for by his intellect he is mere
spirit and by his appetite mere animal. 2 76
Lewis designates those who deny the chest, that is the
heart that rules both passions and intellect, as "Men
without Chests," and it is in this company that Hayber
must be counted.

His guts, as he says, are in his head.

Tarwater does not accept at all what Rayber says.

As

McCown observes, "A deep-seated antagonism develops
between these two spiritual children of the old prophet;
each, so to speak, sees through the other.,·277

The

2?4LOC • cit.

--

. 2E.. £1:.-..,
2'l5 J eremy.,
"t
p. 1 Lj..
2'1 6 0 • B• .Lewis, The Abolition of ~, p. 3Lj..

27'7NcCown, "The Education of a Prophet: A Study
of Flannery O'Connor's ~ yiolent ~ It Awa:t.,"
Kansas Magazine, 1~b2, p. 76.
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antagonism comes from the impulse implanted in each of
them by the great-uncle.

The difference is that in

Tarwater the seed has taken root, whereas
kept it from germinating in himself.

~ayber

has

In the confronta

tion in the boat, Rayber finally reaches

h~real

point:

"God boy, II he said, "you need help. You need to
be saved right here and now from the old man and
everything he ~t§nds for.
And I'm the one who
can save you. 1\ 'I
This, then, is Rayber's anti-gospel:
redeem himself.

that man may

This open statement disgusts Tarwater

so much that he strips off his clothes and swims to
shore.

Hayber throws Tarwater's old clothes overboard,

which he has been trying to persuade the boy to abandon,
and when Rayber returns to the hotel, he finds Tarwater
dressed in new clothes.

Rayber interprets this change

as a sign of hope in his campaign against Tarwater's
faith, but the reality is that

~arwater

has finally

deciaed to drown Bishop and, true to his code, will
waste no more time in argument but proceed to act as
soon as possible.
The thematic center of

~

Violent

~

11

Awa~

is, as noted above, the sermon given by the girl
evangelist.

Both Tarwater and Rayber hear this sermon,

which is a clear exposition of the gospel.
2 78 u 'Connor, ~hree

Rl

Tar~ater

Flannery o'Oonno£, p. 406.
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leaves Rayber's house in the evening and goes to the
"tabernacle" wherE;; the child is preaching.

Rayber

follows him ana observes the sermon through a winaow at
the side of the

build~ng.

through a

person internal monologue centered in

th~rd

Rayber's mind.

The reader hears ana sees

Rayber sees the girl as an object of

exploitation by her parents ana the congregation:
"Rayber cringed.

Simply by the sight of her he could

tell that she was not a fraud, that she was only
exploited. n2 ?<.j

Rayber feels a fury towards those who,

he feels, have exploited the Child, and he longs to
rescue her from them.

~he

gir~

sees him through the

window and turns to walk towards it, and Rayber sees
himself as the savior of her and other children:
saw himself fleeing with the child to some

"Ra~ber

enclosed garden where he would teach her the
truth, .

. .,,280

As she approaches him, Rayber feels

that there is some mysterious bond between him and this
child; but she confronts him with exactly that which he
is trying to

avo~d,

and which he dreams of saving her

from,
"List en you people, II she shrieked, ,,~ see a damned
soul before my eye! ~ see a dead man ~esus hasn't

279~., p. 3ti~.
280~., p. 38#.
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raised. His hesa is in th~ ~indow but his ear
is deaf to the Holy Word l ,,28.l
Rayber immediately switcnes otf the
.which he depends.

~his

hear~ng

ald upon

bold accusation unsettles him

completely, since, because of the instruction he has
received from old TarYiater, his "head is in the window;u
that is, Rayber knoYis the truth, but unlike Tarwater,
he is unable to do it; Rayber can not act upon his
knowledge.

His ear is deaf, because he refuses to hear

the child's entirely accurate depiction of his situation.
This sermon represents the madness from which Rayber
has spent his life running.
The sermon which the child delivers is of
interest in itself, because it appears to be a direct
statement of u'Connor's

posit~ve

beliefs.

Its purpose

is to prepare the people to recognize the Lord Jesus
when He returns.

The girl identifies Jesus,

liDo you know who Jesus is?" she cried. I1Jesus
is the word of God and Jesus is love. The Word of
God is love and do you know what love is, you
people? If you don't know w~at love is you won't
know Jesus when He comes.,,28
The girl's doctrine of the nature of Jesus is obViously
grounded in the New Testament:

"And the Word was made

flesh and dwelt among us, • • • • "
281 Ibid ., p. 385.
~b2Ibid., p. 3~~.

(John~1:14.)

And,
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"He that loveth not knoweth not God; for God is 10ve. 1I
(I John 4:8.)

It is the seed of this love which the

old prophet planted in both Rayber and Tarwater, and
confrontation with it is what Rayber has been avoiding
all his life.

It is this seed which has given Tarwater

his insatiable hunger, for which there is only one
remedy.

It is supplied by the child in her sermon, IIIf

you don't know Him now, you won't know Him then. Listen
to me, world, listen to this warning.
in my mouthl,,28.3

The Holy Word is

All that will satisfy Tarwater's

hunger is the Holy Word in his mouth; as Duhamel says,
"Tarwater's hunger is a symbol of that insatiable
element in human nature which finds here no lasting
home.,,284

This is the same insight that is embodied in

George Herbert's poem, "The Pulley," in which God gives
man every good but rest, so that "If goodness lead him
not, yet weariness / May toss him to my breast.,, 28 5 A
parallel to this is the traditional American gospel
hymn, "I Can't Feel at Home in This World Anymore:"
This world is not my home, I'm just a-passing through,
l~ treasures and my hopes are all beyond the blue,
28.3 0 'Connor, Three £l Flannery O'Connor, p • .384.
284Duhamel, liThe Education of a Prophet, II in The
Added Dimension, p. 100.
285GeQrge Herbert.1 "Tb~ Pulley," in English Poetry
of the ~ <.;entury, ,tI. 2,/.
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Where many Christian children have gone on bef02g~
And I can't feel at home in this world anymore.
Tarwater knows, as does Rayber, that, once he crosses
the borders of that "silent country," he will not "feel
at home in this world any more."

Tarwater resists the

attraction he feels for that country, and it is cer
tainly not goodness that at last draws him across, but,
rather, weariness.

Until the time when he is worn down,

Tarwater has his syzygy to keep him from crossing over.
This figure does not miss the opfortunity to comment on
Tarwater's visit to the "tabernacle" where the child
preached,
Look at you, he said--going to thet fancy-house of
God, sitting there like an ape letting that girl
child bend your ear. What did JOu expect to see
there? What did you expect to hear? The Lord
speaks to prophets personally and He's never spoke
to you, • • • And as for thot strangeness in your
gut, that comes from you, not the Lord. When you
were a child you a d worms. As likely as not you
have them again. 2 "I

g

Thus, the devil syzygy attempts to counteract the girl's
preaching.

This figure who attempts to persuade

Tarwater that he has no prophetic mission is the same
figure that assaults Tarwater.

As for "that strange

ness" in Tarwater's gut, it is not worms, but a hunger

286Irwin Silber. (ed.), "Reprints from Sing Out,"

II, 1960, 29.

287 0 'Connor, Three ~ Flann~ry O'Connor., p. 399.
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for righteousness, as the last chapter of the book
shows.

Here, the word which the child had in her mouth

is accepted by Tarwater, and he moves off to fulfill at
last his prophetic destiny.
After setting fire to the woods in which he was
assaulted, Tarwater walks on to Powderhead. At the edge
of the clearing he encounters, again, his syzygy who
tells him, "You're not ever going to be alone again~288
But Tarwater gets his matches and releases purifying
fire on Powderhead:

"He glared through the flames and

his spirits rose as he saw that his adversary would
soon be consumed in a roaring blaze."2 8 9 Tarwater nas
purged himself of the element of selfish pride which
kept him from his destiny.

As he moves toward the house

at Powderhead, he suffers new attacks of hunger and
sees ". • • stretching out before him, • • • the clear
gray spaces of that country where he had vo~ed never to
set foot."29 0 He now enters that country, where he sees
a vision of the multitude of the blessed, fed from a
single basket.

As he watches, he sees old Tarwater

impatiently waiting for his turn.
288 Ibid ., p. 444.
289 Loc • cit.
290~., p. 445.

Then, he is
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" . • . aware at last of the object of his hunger, aware
that it YJas the same as the old man's and that nothing
on earth would fill him. 1I291 Now, Tarwater's hunger
becomes a tide YJhich connects him with all the prophets
of the past, and he hears his commission:

"GO WARN THE

CHILDREN OF' GOD OF THE TERRIBLE SPEED OF MERCY. ,,292
For O'Connor, the speed of mercy was truly terrible in
th&t it demanded purgation of everything that might
obstruct the

satisfact~on

of the holy hunger.

~ot

all

of her characters are able to survive the terror of
mercy, but Tarwater does, and he is last seen, "His
singed eyes, black in their deep sockets, • • • his face
set toward the dark city, where the children of God lay
sleeping. 1I293 Tarwater has experienced the girl
evangelist IS message:

"'The Word of God is a burning

Word to burn you cleanl I 11294

And, because he has

exprrienced it, because he has irrevocably crossed the
border, he is fitted to bear the message himself.
In conclusion, it may be reiterated that the
basic theme of Flannery O'Connor's fiction is God's

291Ibid., p. 446.
292Ibid., p. 447.

-

293 Loc • cit.
294 !£!£., p. 384.
.~~
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pursuit of man with

th~

claims of sin and redemption.

Because of the violence she uses to embody this

th~me,

some critics feel that her work is "gratuitously
grotesque.

II

that she is

Others reject her Christianity and think
reall~

an existentialist.

Her first novel,

Wise Blood, has been misread in this manner, notably by
Rechnitz and Hassan.

In Wise Blood,

Hazel Motes seeks

a "new jesus" for his "Church without Christ," but what
Hazel finds is the traditional Christian God Who demands
repentance.

O'Connor's characters exercise free will

in thpt they must either accept or reject Christ.

Their

basic sin is that they attempt to save themselves rather
than accept the salvation offered by God.

Christ in

her fiction is "bleeding stinking mad," and embodies
two seemingly contradictory aspects:

purification

through mercy, and destruction by wrath.
As a Christian, O'Connor viewed God as the ruler
of history, and thus her characters' attitude toward
history is important.

In "A Late Encounter with the

Enemy," General Sash is confronted by the past which he
has denied and rejected, and in his moment of death,
realizes that there is a reality beyond the past.

In

"Parker's Back," O. E. Parker leafs backward through an
art book, and this action is in effect a trip in to the
past.

O. E. is confronted by a Byzantine Christ with
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"stern all demanding eyes" to which he surrenders.
Concommitant with this Christian view of history is
O'Connor's view of will.

She considers that the prob

lem of free will is the problem of "many wills conflict
ing in one man."

Hazel Motes, in Wise Blood, has

conflicting wills toward and away from Christ, as do
most of her characters.
In O'Connor's fiction, description of landscape
and setting are often used to portray character.

Her

technique is not naturalistic because, to use her words,
she was "interested in the lines that create spiritual
motion."

The final meaning of "country" in her fiction

is that country which is man's spiritual home.

In ",A

View of the Woods," Mr. Fortune is identified with the
countryside which his greed has raVished, and the
implication is that he has really ravished himself.
Mrs. Shortley, in "The Displaced Person," dies as her
eyes seem " • • • to contemplate for the first time the
tremendous frontiers of her true country."

So, in

O'Connor's view, all men are "displaced" from their
true country, Heaven.
O'Connor's fiction is not experimental in form.
Her most common narrative device is an indirect third
person

~onologue

whicp enables her

~o

achieve.an

objective tone in portraying spiritual events.

The
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visual sense is very important in her fiction.

Asbury

Fox, in "The Enduring Chill," is confronted with a
water stain as an emblem of the Holy Ghost.

O. E.

Parker is captured by the eyes of the Byzantine Christ.
She also used descriptions of the characters' eyes to
portray their spiritual state.
In her second novel, The Violent Bear It Away,
God's pursuit of man is treated more fully than in her
other works.

Francis Mason Tarwater has been confronted

with God I s claim through his great-uncle.·

TanJater's

conflicting wills are dramatized through minor charac
ters which represent these aspects of his personality.
There is a devil-figure who tempts Tarwater to scepti
cism, a girl evangelist who repeats the claims of faith,
and Tarwater's uncle Rayber, who tempts Tarwater with
scientific materialism.

Tarwater is raped by the

devil-figure which brings him to a realization of his
own evil.

He then has a vision of the feeding of the

multitude, his great-uncle among them, and accepts the
claims of grace.

XHdV1:worlanr
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